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. 
In previous papers ([2], [3], and [4]) we have introduced a simplified version of 
gap-1 morasses, and shown that applications of gap-1 morasses can generally be 
derived more easily using this simplified structure. In this paper we extend these 
ideas to gap-2 morasses by defining a structure we will call a simplified gap-2 
morass. Our two main theorems about simplified gap-2 morasses are that their 
existence is consistent with ZFC, and that they can be used to prove the gap-3 
theorem of model theory, the theorem for which gap-2 morasses were originally 
invented. Still open is the question of whether the existence of simplified gap-2 
morasses is equivalent o the existence of ordinary gap-2 morasses, or even 
whether simplified gap-2 morasses exist in L. I would like to thank Hans-Dieter 
Donder and Lee Stanley for several helpful conversations on the material in this 
paper. 
We will assume the reader is familiar with simplified gap-1 morasses. The 
motivation for our simplification of gap-2 morasses is the analogy: 
gap-2 morass gap-1 morass 
gap-1 morass cardinal number" 
In a simplified gap-1 morass whose height is a regular cardinal r ,  the cardinal 
number + is built up in r steps from pieces of size less than r. According to the 
analogy above, a simplified gap-2 morass of height r should therefore describe a 
construction in which a simplified gap-1 morass of height r + is built up in a 
similar way from small pieces. 
These small pieces will be structures which we will call fake gap-1 morasses. A
fake gap-1 morass is a structure ( (~p~ I ¢ ~< 0), ( ~;e I ¢ < ~ ~< 0) ) which satisfies 
the definition of simplified gap-1 morass, except that 0 need not be a cardinal 
number, and there is no restriction on the cardinalities of q0~ and Re- Thus every 
simplified gap-1 morass, and every initial segment of such a morass, is a fake 
gap-1 morass. We will assume that all our fake gap-1 morasses are neat (see [2, p. 
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267]). This implies that for every ~ < O, ~d~.¢+1 is a pair {id, b}, where for some 
tr t < tpt, b ro  t = id and b(trt)= q9 t. The ordinal a t is called the split point of 
qd~,¢+l. 
To specify how our simplified (x +, 1)-morass is built up from the smaller fake 
gap-1 morasses, we will need embeddings between fake morasses. Suppose 
(((ptl¢----<0), (~t¢1¢<~<0))  and ((tp~l¢~<0'),  (~1¢<~<~0' ) )  are 
fake gap-1 morasses. An embedding from the first fake morass to the second will 
be a function f with domain 
(O+ I)U {(~', r) I¢<-o, q,t} u {(t;, ~,b) l¢<~<~O, be~te} 
satisfying certain requirements. To simplify the notation we will write ft(lr) for 
f ( (  ¢, 1:)) and/re(b) for f ( (  ¢, ~, b )). Thus we think of the embedding as a family 
of functions: f r (0 + 1) (which we will sometimes refer to simply as f), functions 
ft with domain tpt for all ¢ ~< 0, and functions fte with domain ~te for ¢ < ~ ~< 0. 
To be an embedding, f must have the following properties: 
(1) f r (0 + 1) is an order preserving function from 0 + 1 to 0' + 1, and 
f(o)=o'. 
(2) For all ~" ~< O, f~ is an order preserving function from q9 t to qg~(t). 
(3) For all ¢ < ~ ~< 0, fte maps ~te to ~d}(¢)j,(e). 
(4) If ¢ < 0, then J~(ot)= tr}(t), where tr t is the split point of ~.~+1 and tr}(t) 
is the split point of ~}(t~,f(¢)+l. (Note that this is only required for ¢ < 0. Since 
there is no (go.o+~, tro is undefined.) 
(5) If ~ < ~ < r/~< 0, b • qdt~, and c • ~,7, then 
ft,~ (co b) = f~n (c)off,(b ). 
(6) If ~ < ~ ~< 0 and b • ~¢e, then 
°b oA. 
As in simplified gap-1 morasses, passing from one level to the next in a 
simplified gap-2 morass will always involve a special family of embeddings which 
we will call an amalgamation. Suppose ~ is a family of embeddings from 
<<qgt I ~---<0), <~t~ I ~<~<0))  to ({qg' tl~<<-O'), (~e l  ~<~<O' ) ) .  We will 
assume the first fake morass is a proper initial segment of the second, i.e., 0 '>  O, 
~= q0 t for ¢ ~< O, and ~d~e= ~¢e for ¢ < ~<~ 0. This means that it is easy to 
define an embedding f from the first fake morass to the second which is almost 
the identity embedding: We can let f ~ 0 = id, j~ = id for all ¢ < O, and fee = id 
for all ¢ < ~ < O. By the definition of embedding we must have f(O) = 0' and 
fo" qgo -* qg'o,. If we let fo be an element of (g~o,, then it is not hard to see how the 
definition of f must be completed: If ¢ < 0 and b • ~3to, then we must have 
f¢o(b).=fto(b)oft (since 3~ =id) 
= fo ° b (by (6) in the definition of embedding). 
It is easy to check that if f is defined in this way, then it satisfies the definition of 
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embedding. We will call such an embedding f a left-branching embedding. There 
are many left-branching embeddings~one for each choice offo e ~'ao,. In order 
for the family ~ to be an amalgamation we will require that it contain all possible 
left-branching embeddings. 
,~ must also contain one right-branching embedding. An embedding f is 
right-branching if for some ~/< 0, 
(1) f t n =id. 
(2) f ( r /+  ~) - 0 + ~ whenever ~/+ ¢ ~< 0. 
(3) f¢ = id for ~ < r/. 
(4) f¢e= id for ~ < ~ < 7/. 
(5) 
(6) f¢~"~ = qd~(c~/(~) whenever 7/~< ¢ < ~ ~< 0. 
Note that if 7/+ ¢ = 0, then 0' =f (0 )  =f ( r /+  ¢) = 0 + ¢, by (2) above. Imitating 
the argument used for left-branching embeddings it is also easy to see that if 
¢ < 7/and b e ~c,~, then ft, (b )= f,~ o b. 
We will call ~ an amalgamation of ( ( q9 c [ ¢ ~< 0 ), (~e  I ¢ < ~ ~< 0) ) if it 
contains all possible left-branching embeddings, exactly one right-branching 
embedding, and nothing else. The following lemma will be useful for constructing 
amalgamations: 
[emma 1.1. Suppose ( ( qgt I ~ <~ 0), ( ~¢~ [~ < ~ <~ O) ) is a fake gap-1 morass, 
qg' is an ordinal, and F: qgo--* qg' is an order preserving function. Then there is an 
embedding f from this fake gap-1 morass to another fake morass ( ( qg'~ I ~ <- 0), 
((~[e [ ¢ <~< 0))  such that qg~ = qg', fo = F, f t 0 + l= id ,  and for all ¢ < ~ ~ 0, 
~,,~ = , , , ~ ~ ¢~. Furthermore, .1:, qg~, and ~ are unique. 
Proof. Since all our fake morasses are neat, every element of tp~ for ~ > 0 will 
have the form c(r)  for some c e ~d~, r< q0'. Furthermore since we want 
0~ =Jot oo~, we will have c =fob(b) for some b e ~o~. Thus every element of tp~ 
will have the form fo~(b)(r) for some (b, r)  e ~0~ x ~'. We will think of the pair 
(b, r)  as a name for ~(b) ( r ) .  
For r < q0' we let v(r) = (v < tpo [ F(v) ~< r} ~< ~o. Since different pairs (b, r )  
may end up naming the same element of ~ we define an equivalence relation ~ 
on ~ x q~' as follows: (bl, r l)  ~ (b2, 1:2) iff  ~'1 = 1:2 and  bl r v(rl) = b2 [ v(rl). 
Think of (bl, r l )~t  (b2, r2) as meaning that (bl, rl) and (b2, r2) name the 
same element of tp[. We will denote the equivalence class of (b, r)  in 
~0~ x tp ' /~  by [b, r]~. 
We define an ordering on ~ot x q~'/~t by setting [bl, r~]t < [b2; r2]¢ iff either 
ssup(bl"V(Zl)) <supp(b2"v(r2)) or ssup(bl"v(r0) = supp(b2"v(z2)) and rl < z2. 
Here we are using the notation, introduced in [3], that for a set of ordinals X, 
ssup(X) = the strong supremum of X = the least tr such that X ~_ a~. The only way 
[hi, lq]t and [b2, r2]~ can be incomparable in this ordering is if ssup(bl"V(rl)) = 
ssup(b2"v(r2)) and rl = r2. But then by [4, Lemma 2.2], b I ~ V(I:I) = b2 ~ V(r2), 
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so [bl, "[1]~ = [b2, ~'2]¢. Thus we have a total ordering, and in fact dearly a 
well-ordering, of ~o~ x q0'/~-¢. 
Let q0~ be the order type of (~o¢ x q0'/-~¢, <) ,  and let G¢ '~¢ x q0'/~--~ q~' 
be the order preserving bijection. To define ft'q~¢--> q0~, suppose v< q~¢. By 
neatness, v = b(9) for some ~ < tpo, b • ~¢. To satisfy (6) in the definition of 
embedding we must therefore have 
f t (v)  = f¢ (b(9)) = foc(b)(A(9)) = for (b)(F(9)). 
But this is what we used the pair (b ,F( f , ) )  to name. Thus we define 
ft(v) = G¢([b, F(9)]¢). Note that if v = b(~) = b'(9'),  then 9 = ~', b [ (~ + 1) = 
b' ~ (¢ + 1), and v(F( f , ) )= ~ + 1, so (b, F(¢))  ~¢ (b', F(9'))  and therefore f¢ is 
well-defined. 
To define the f¢¢'s, first suppose 0< ~ ~< 0 and b • c~¢. We let At(b) be the 
function from q0~ to tp~ defined by At (b ) ( r )= Gt([b, z]¢). Now suppose 0< ~ < 
~< 0, and b e q3¢~. Then we define fie (b) by the equation 
Once again it is easy to check that this is well-defined. Finally, for ¢ < ~ ~< 0 we 
l e t  o re  = J~e ~'t¢" 
Most of the verification that ( ( q9 ~ I ¢ ~< 0), ( ~d~e I ¢ < ~ ~< O) ) is a fake morass 
and f is an embedding is easy and is left as an exercise. We also leave the proof of 
uniqueness to the reader. We will check that for ¢ < O, ~d~.¢+l is an amalgama- 
tion pair with split point re(or). First, we consider the case ¢ = O. Now ~01 is an 
amalgamation pair {id, c}, so (g~l = {fol(id),j~l(c)}. For any r < q0~, fol(id)(r) = 
Gl([id, ~]1) and j~l(c)(r) = Gl([c, r]0. If ~ <j~(tro) = F(oo), then v(~)~< Oo, so 
id ~ v(~:)=c ~ v0r ). Therefore (id, ~)~-x (c, z), so Al(id)( ) This 
shows that fo (id) lfo( ro)=fol(c)tA(Oo). Now consider g~(c)(A(ao))= 
G~([c, F(ao)]0. Clearly v(F(tro)) =tro + 1 and ssup(c"(tro + 1)) = C(Oo) + 1 = 
q%+l>ssup(id"v(~r)) for any r<tp~, so [c,F(oo)]~>[id, r]x for all r<qg~. 
Therefore Al(id)"q0~___Al(c)(A(ao)), as required. 
The case ¢ > 0 is similar, although somewhat more involved. First of all, to 
compute f~(o~) choose b e ~ and tr < tpo Such that a t = b(tr). Then f¢(o¢)= 
G¢([b, F(a)]¢). As before, we know ~¢.¢+x is an amalgamation pair {id, c}, so 
~'~,¢ +l = {f t, t+~(id),f¢,¢+~(c)}. It is not hard to show that if [d, ~r]¢< 
[b, F(o)]¢, then ssup(d"v(z ' ) )<ssup(b"v(F(tr) ) )=ssup(b"(tr  + 1))= ere + 1. 
Thus (idod) I v(~r)= (cod) t v(~r), so 
r]¢))= G +l([idod, 
= C +l([coa, 
This gives us f~,~+l(id)~ft(ot)=ft,~+l(c)IA(tr~). Finally, fr,~+l(c)(f~(o~))= 
G~+l([c ob, F(o)]~ +1) and ssup((cob)"v(F(tr))) = ssup((cob)"(a + 1)) = c(or) + 1 
= qg~ + 1. As in the case ~ =0 this gives us f~,~+l(id)"cp'~c_f~,~+l(c)(f~(ot) ). [] 
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Lemma 1.2. Suppose ( ( qgt I ~ 0), ( f~¢e I ~ < ~ <~ O) ) is a fake gap-1 morass, 
n < O, and b • %0. Then there is an amalgamation 3;of ( ( q9¢ I ¢ <~ 0), ( ~ I ~ < 
<~ O) ) such that, letting f • 3; be the right-branching embedding, f ~ r/= id, 
f (o )  = O, and f ,  = b. 
Proof. We know we must have f r r /= id, j~ = id for ~ < r/, and j~e = id for 
< ~ < r/. To construct he rest of f, apply Lemma 1.1 to the final segment 
( ( tp¢ I r/~< ~ ~< 0), ( (g~ I r/~< ~ < ~ ~< 0) ), with b playing the role of F and tpo 
playing the role of qg'. The rest of the definition of f and 3; is easy. [] 
We are finally ready now to give the definition of simplified gap-2 morass. 
Suppose x is a regular cardinal, and ( (q0¢ I ¢ ~< r +), ( ~3¢~ I ~ < ~ ~ r +) ) is a neat 
simplified (x+, 1)-morass. This is the morass which we will be constructing from 
small fake morasses. The fake morasses we will use will simply be initial segments 
of this morass. We will need a sequence of x such initial segments, which we 
specify with a sequence (0~ I cr < r ) .  Thus, the a~th fake morass is ( (qg~ I ~ <~ 
0~), (~d~l~ < ~ ~< 0~)). These fake morasses hould be small, so we require 
0 < 0~ < r and V¢ ~< 0~(tp~ < r).  It follows immediately (by [4, Lemma 2.2]) that 
if ¢ < ~ ~< 0~, then I f~el < x. We make the entire morass the xth term in the 
sequence by setting 0,~ = x +. 
Now suppose that for each tr </3 ~< x we have a family 3;~ of embeddings from 
((q e I ( dee I (( 0e I ( ee I 
Definition 1.3. The structure (t~, ~, 0, ~)  is a simplified (x, 2)-morass if it has 
the following properties: 
(1) Va¢ </3 < r (13;~1 < r). 
(2) Va~ </3 < y ~< x (3;~ = {fog If  • ~r ,  g • 3;~ })- Here fog  is the composi- 
tion of the embeddings f and g, which we define in the obvious way: 
(f  og)~ =fs(¢)og¢ for ~ ~< 0~, 
(f  og)~e =fg(~)g(e)og¢e for ¢ < ~ ~< 0~. 
(3) Vtr < x, 3;~.~+1 is an amalgamation. 
(4) If ill,/32 < tr <~ r, tr is a limit ordinal, f~ • 3;a,~, 
(/31,/3]2 < ~' < tr and :ifl • 3;air :lf~ • 3;~2r =lg • 3;~,~ (f~ = g of~ and f2 = g of~)). 
(5) If o~ ~< r and a~ is a limit ordinal, then: 
(a) O~=U{f"O, l /3<ol ,  f •~}.  
(-J {f~"qg~ 1 3/3 < ~ (f  • 3;t3,, and f(¢) = ¢)}. 
~ = U {f¢$':~$1 3/3 < ~ ( f•3;a~,f (~)=~, 
(b) V¢ ~< 0o,, tp; = 
(c) 
and )~• 3;~2,~, then =ly 
and 
It is interesting to note that if we let 3;~t~ = ( f  r 0o, If • 3;~a }, then ( (00, I tr ~< 
r ) ,  ( 3;'a I tr < # ~< x)  ) is a simplified (x, 1)-morass. 
Fig. 1 is a picture of a simplified (x, 2)-morass. The reader may find it useful to 
draw similar pictures while reading the rest of this paper. 
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Before beginning to prove our main theorems it will be useful to prove a few 
basic lemmas about simplified (r, 2)-morasses. Some of these are quite similar to 
lemmas about simplified gap-1 morasses which can be found in [2] and [4]. 
Throughout this section we assume ~,  ~:~, 0~,, and ~,~ are as in the definition 
of simplified (r, 2)-morass. 
For some of these lemmas it will be convenient to introduce the following 
notation. For ~<r  + we let ~ =( id) ,  and if f e~/~ and ~<0r ,  then 
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f~¢ :q3~---> @~'(~;)I(~;) is the only thing it could be: ft¢(id)= id. With these conven- 
tions '<' can be replaced with' ~<' in clauses (3), (5), and (6) in the definition of 
embedding. We also let f (~) = ssup(f" ~ ) ~< f (~). 
Lemma 2.1. For every tr < fl <~ x, f • ~ ,  and ~ <<- 0~,, there are unique functions 
ft; : 99t; "-'* 997(t;), f~t; :.~t; "-* ~.f(~#<¢) for all ~ < ~, and f#(~) • ~?(¢)f(t;) such that: 
(1) f¢=f#(~)of~. 
(2) '¢~ < ~ Vb • (~: ( j~:(b)=f#(~)o~:(b)). 
Furthermore, these functions have the following properties: 
(3) ff ~ <f(~)  and b • (g~(t), then :It I < ~ :1c • ~3~ :ld • ~( , )  (b =f,~(c) od). 
(4) V~ < ~" Vb • ~; (ft; ob =fet;(b) o3~ ). 
(5) I f  77 < < ¢, b • and c • then fn~(boc) =f~(b)of,  e(c). 
(6) I f  o~ < fl < y <~ r, f • ~a~, g e ~,  and ¢ <. O~, then 
(f o g)~ = f ~(~) ogc, 
( f  °g)#(~)=f  ~(t)g(~)(g#(C))of=(~(C)), and 
(f  og)~ =fg(~)~(¢)o~t for all ~ < ~. 
Proof. First we note the following fact: If bl, b2 E ~7(¢)f(~) and c1 and c 2 are any 
functions with ranges contained in tp?<¢) such that blOC1-" b2oc2, then cx =c2. 
The reason is simply that if bl(cs(x))=b2(CE(X)), then cl(x)=c2(x), by [4, 
Lemma 2.2]. Applying this to (1) and (2) we immediately get the uniqueness offt 
and ~¢. We can also use this fact to show that (4) and (5) follow from (1) and (2). 
For example, to prove (4) note that 
f#(~)of~ob=f~ob (by(l)) 
=j~(b)o~ 
=f#(~)o~(b)  o~ (by (2)), 
so f~ ob =f~(b)of~ by the fact quoted above. Similarly to prove (5) use the fact 
that 
fn(  ~) ° fn~(b o c) = fn~(b °c) = fet(b )ofne(c) 
= f# ( ¢) ° f~ (b ) ° f~(c). 
Statement (6) follows from the uniqueness of all the functions. It is routine to 
verify that the formulas given in (6) for (fog)t, (fog)#(~), and (fog)~ satisfy 
(1) and (2), so by the uniqueness of the functions these formulas must be right. 
It remains to find functions which satisfy (1)-(3) and show that f#(~)  is unique. 
The construction of functions satisfying (1)-(3) is done by induction on ft. 
Case 1: fl = (r + 1. Then 3~,/3 is an amalgamation. If f is left-branching and 
¢<0~, then f (¢ )=f (~)=~,  so we must let f t=f~=id ,  ]e~=f~t=id, and 
f#(~) =id. If ~ = 0~, then f(~) = 0~, f (~)= 0~+1, and j~ • ~a.o.+l. In this case 
we let f'~ = id, ~ = id, and f#(~) =j~. It is easy to check that these choices work 
in (1)-(3). ~, 
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Now suppose fis right-branching. Then for some 77 < 0~, f ~ r/= id, f(r/) = 0~, 
and f~ e ~o~. If ~ < r/, then as above we can let f'~ =f~ = id, ~ =j~ = id, and 
f#(~)=id.  If ~ = ~7, then f (~)= 77, f (~)= 0,,, and f¢e ~,o~. We let f¢ =id, 
f~ =id, and f#(~)=f~. For ~>r/ we once again have f (~)=f(~) ,  so we let 
f~=f~, f~=f~,  and f#(~)=id.  To prove (3) in this last case recall that 
f,~'~d,7¢---~od(~) is onto. Thus if ~<0~ and b • ~d~r(~), then we can choose 
c • ~od(~) and d • ~o~ such that b = cod, and we will have c =f,~(~) for some 
e ~,  as required in (3). 
Case 2: fl = y + 1, y > tr. Then we can write f = g o h for some g • ~t3 and 
h e ~r,. By inductive hypothesis/~, /~ ,  and h#(~) have already been defined 
and satisfy (1)-(3), and we can define the corresponding functions for g as in 
Case 1. Now use the formulas in (6) to define ~, ~,  and f#(~). We will leave the 
verification of (1) and (2) to the reader and only prove (3). 
Suppose ~ <f(~)  = (goh)(~) =~(/~(~)) and b e ~(~).  Applying (3) to g and 
b, there must be 77 </~(~), c • ~) ,  and d e ~d~) such that b = ~,~r,(~)(c)od. 
Now apply (3) to h and c to get f/<~, ~•~r~, and t /•~h(~) such that 
c =/~o¢(e)oa. Then 
=ghffl)f~(~)(ftot(C))Ognh(O)(a)°d (by (5) for g) 
--" iOn(e)  o (g~/h(~)(£~) o d) .  
Case 3: fl is a limit ordinal. Choose ), such that tr < y < fl and embeddings 
g ~ ~r# and h • ~:,~, such that f =goh and 3~(~) e range(g). It is not hard to see 
that ](¢)=g(/~(¢)). By inductive hypothesis /~t, /~e¢, and h#(~) have already 
been defined and satisfy (1)-(3). Define corresponding functions for f as follows: 
]': = 
f~¢--gh(~)~(¢)oh~, and 
f#( ~) = ga(¢)h(¢)(h #( ~)). 
Once again we let the reader verify (1) and (2). For (3), first note that since we 
already know that f~ is unique, the formula for ~ above must be independent of
the choice of y, g, and h. Thus given ~ <f(¢)  and b • qd~(¢) we may assume that 
y, g, and h were chosen to that b e range(g)--say g(~)= ~ and g~;(¢~(/~)= b. 
Now apply (3) to h and/~ to get the desired conclusion. 
This completes the inductive construction of functions satisfying (1)-(3). 
Finally, we must show that f#(~) e ~d?t~'(~) is unique. If ~ = 0, then f(0) = 0 and 
fo" q%--* qg0 is order preserving, so ssup(f0"q%) =q%. Therefore ssup(f#(0)"q%) = 
ssup(f#(0)O)~o"q0o) = ssup(~"q%). Since any function b e ~o~(o) is uniquely deter- 
mined by ssup(b"qgo), this shows that f#(0) is unique. Now suppose ~ > 0 and 
t < qg~(~). We will show that there is only one possible value for f#(~)(~). First 
choose ~<f(~) ,  be~g~(~), and v<q0~ such that b(v)=~. By (3), we may 
assume w.l.o.g, that b =]~(/~) for some ~ < (~ and/~ e qd~t such that f(~)= ~. 
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But then we must have 
f#(~)(~) =f#(~)(b(v)) = (f#(~) of~¢(/~))(v) =f~:(/~)(v). 
Thus there is only one possible value for f#(~)( , )  for each ~ < q0?(~), so f#(~) is 
unique. [] 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose te<fl<~x, f~, f2eP~,  ~,~2<<-0,, and f~(~l)=f2(~2). 
Then ¢1= ~2, fl ~ ~I=A t ~l?L..(fl)~ =(f2)Lfor all ~ < ~1, and (f~)en =(f2)enf °r all 
< 71 < ¢1. Also, (~)~ = ~)~ and ~)~ = (~)~ for all ~ < ¢1 (although 
possibly f~(¢1)=/=f~(¢1)). We will describe this situation by saying that fx and f2 
agree up to ~1. 
ProoL By induction on ft. 
Case 1: fl = tr + 1. Then ~ is an amalgamation, and the conclusion can be 
verified easily. 
Case 2: fl = y + 1 for some y > el. Choose gl, g2 e ~y/~ and hi, hE e ~.y such 
that f~ = g~_oh i for_ i  = 1, 2. Then ~(~)= g/(h~(~i)), soapplying Case 1 to gl and g2 
we have h1(~1) = h2(~2) and gl and g2 agree up to hl(~l). Applying the inductive 
hypothesis to hi and hE We get ~1 = ~2 and h I and h 2 agree up to ~1. Now the 
desired conclusion follows from the fact that f~ = g~ o h~, and 2.1(6). 
Case 3: fl is a limit ordinal. By 1.3(4) we can choose an ordinal y and functions 
g e 3~y~ and f ;  e ~,  such that f~ =g of" for i = 1, 2. Now apply the inductive 
hypothesis to f~ and f~. [] 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose tr < fl ~ x, f ~ 3;~, and b e ~?(o,)o~. Then there is an 
embedding g e 3;,ij such that g(0 , )=f (0 , )  (and therefore, by Lemma 2.2, f and g 
agree up to 0,), but g#(O,) = b. 
ProoL By induction on ft. 
Case 1: fl = tr + 1. Then 3~,# is an amalgamation. Use the fact that ~ must 
contain all left-branching embeddings. 
Case 2: fl = y + 1, y > tr. Choose h e 3~,/3 and j e 3;~ such that f = h o j, and let 
~=](0,)<~0~. Then h(~) =f (0 , ) .  if ~=0y,  then we can apply Case 1 to h to 
choose h '~ 3~,~ such that h' agrees with h up to 0y and (h')¢(Oy)=b. Then 
g = h' oj is as required. 
Now suppose ~ < 0~. If/~(~) = ~, then we choose c e ~o~o~ and d e qJ~o, such 
that b = c o d. Let h'  be the left-branching embedding in 3~ with h~, = c. Then 
h'(~) = ~, so by Lemma 2.2 h' agrees with h up to ~. Also, h'~a~(d)= h'o~od = 
c o d = b. By inductive hypothesis choose j '  e 3~ agreeing with j up to 0,, but 
with ( j ' )#(O,) = d, and let g = h'oj'. We let the reader verify that this works. 
Finally, suppose ~ < Oy and/~(~) > ~. The only way this can happen is ff h is 
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the fight-branching embedding in ~# and ~ > 7/, where h I t /= id and h(~/) = 0~,. 
Therefore h(~)=/~(~) and h¢o:C~;o-->q~h(;)oo is onto, so for some c • ~3~o~, 
h¢o~(c) = b. Now as before by inductive hypothesis we choose j '  • ,~,y agreeing 
with j up to 0~, but with (j')#(O=)=c, and let g =hoj' .  
Case 3: fl is a limit ordinal. Choose y, h • 3~,~, and j • ~ such that f = h oj 
and b • range(h). Then h(](O~)) =f(Oo~) and b = h~(o~)o~(c) for some c • (g~(o~)o,. 
As in Case 2, use the inductive hypothesis to choose j '  • ~ ,  agreeing with j up to 
0,, but with (j ')#(O,) = c, and let g = h oj, [] 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose oc < fl <~ r, f • ~a ,  and ~ < 0~. Then there is an embedding 
g • ~ such that g agrees with f up to ~, and g(~ + 6)=f (~)+ 6 whenever 
Proof. By induction on ft. The only difficult case is when fl is a limit ordinal. In 
this case we choose g • ~ so that g agrees with f up to ~ and g(0~) is as small as 
possible. Now if g is not as required, then there are 7/and ~ such that ~ < ~ < 0~, 
g(~) < 7/< g(~), and T/~ range(g). Choose y and h • ~g,  j • ~:~ such that 
g = h oj and I /•  range(h) - -  say h(f/) = T/. Then clearly j(~) < f,/<j(~) < 0~, and 
f'/g range(/'). Now by inductive hypothesis we can choose j ' •  ~ ,  such that j '  
agrees with j up to ~ and j ' (~ + 6) =](~) + 6 whenever ~ + 6 < 0~. Clearly 
j '  ~ (~+ 1)#:j ~ (~+ 1), so by Lemma 2.2 j(~) grange(j'), and thus ]'(0o~) << - 
j(~)<](Oo~). But then hoj' • ,~ ,  hoj' agrees with g=hoj ,  and therefore f, up 
to ~, and 
(h = < = 
contradicting the choice of g. [] 
The embedding in Lemma 2.4 is not unique, since g#(O~) has not been 
specified. In fact, by Lemma 2.3, g#(O~) can be any element of (gg(o~)o#. Once 
g#(O~) is chosen, g is then uniquely determined. 
An interesting special case of Lemma 2.4 is when ~ = 0. Since f (0 )= 0 for 
every f, we get an embedding  • ~ such that g r 0o, = id for every a~ < fl ~< x. 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose tr < fl <<- x, f • ~,  ~ < 0~, ~ + 6 <<- 0~, and f (~ + 6') = 
f(~) + 6' for all 6' <<. 6. Then for all 6' <~ 6, f~,~+6, :~¢,~+6 ,---'> cg/(~),/(~)+6, /s 
onto, and f c, c +6'(id) = id. 
Proof. By induction on 6'. We leave most of the details to the reader. At 
successor steps, use the fact that both ~t+6,,~+6,+1 and (g/(t)+6,j(~)+6,+l are 
amalgamation pairs, and at limit stages use 2.1(3). To see that fc,~+6,(id)= id, 
first use the fact that ft,~+6, is onto to choose some b • ~c,~+6, such that 
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f¢ , t+~, (b)  = id. Now if b :/: id, then there is some v < qgt such that b (v )> v = 
id(v). Therefore 
f ~,~ +~,(id) (ft (v)) = f~ +~,(id(v)) <f~ +~,(b (v)) = f:,¢ +~,(b)(f¢ (v)) 
= id(f¢(v))= fc(v), 




We are now ready to begin proving our first main theorem, the consistency of 
the existence of simplified gap-2 morasses. We will start with a ground model 
in which x is a regular cardinal, and force to add a simplified (x, 2)-morass 
without collapsing any cardinals. We will need to assume in the ground model 
that 2 <" = x and 2 '¢ = x +. 
Our forcing will be a two stage iteration. In the first stage we will construct a 
simplified ( r  ÷, 1)-morass with linear limits, and in the second we will add the 
sequence of fake morasses and embeddings which show how this morass is built 
up from small pieces. We will leave gaps between the levels of the (x ÷, 1)-morass 
constructed in the first stage, to leave room for extra levels which will be forced 
on us during the second stage. Thus the first stage will only determine qg~ < x + 
for ~ a multiple of r ,  ~ < x +. In the first stage we also construct families of 
functions ~'ce for ~ < ~ ~< r ÷, ¢ and ~ both multiples of r. ~e  will be a subset of 
the ~¢e of the final gap-2 morass, since when the gaps between successive 
multiples of x are flied in during the second stage of the forcing, new mappings 
from q9 c to qge will be added to ~e.  
The tp~'s and ~ce's constructed uring the first stage of the forcing will have the 
following properties: 
(1) I~cel ~< r for ~ < ~ < x+, ~ and ~ multiples of x. 
(2) If ~ < ~ < r/~< x +, ~, ~, and r/all multiples of x, then 
~'~n = { b oc l b e Wen, c e gee}. 
(3) If ~=x.p<x + and either p=0 or p is a successor ordinal, then 
~,¢+,¢ = {id, b}, where for some tr¢ < qg~, b r tr~ = id and b(tr~ + 6) = tpt + 6 
whenever ire + 6 < q9¢. We also require tp¢+,~ = tp~ • x. This makes q9¢+,~ large 
enough to allow for the extra levels to be inserted between ~ and ~ + x later. 
(4) If ~ = x .p  < x + and p is a limit ordinal, then ~c,c+,¢= {id}. Again we 
require tp~+,¢ = q0¢ • x. 
(5) If ~1, ~2 < ~ = x-  p ~< x +, p is a limit ordinal, bl e ~t~t, and b2 e ~2~, 
then =117 (~1, ~2 < 7~ < ~ and :lb~ • ~1~11] 3b~ • ~e~n 3c • ~..~ (bl = c o b~ and 
bE=cOb~)). 
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(6) If ~ = r .p  <<-r + and p is a limit ordinal, then (pc ={._ ){b"q~l~< ~,
(7) qg0 = 1. 
To make the forcing have the right closure properties, we will also need to add 
linearizing sequences during the first stage. For ~ = r -  p < r +, p a limit ordinal, 
we will have a sequence { { ~E, bE) ] dt < 3¢), where ~E = r -  p '  for some 19' < p 
and bE e ~,¢ .  These sequences must have the usual linear limits properties (see 
[31): 
(8) If ), < 6 < 3 ¢, then 3c • ~e~e~(b~ = bEoc). 
(9) If r /< ~, r/is a multiple of r ,  and d • ~¢,  then 
36 < 3 ¢ (7/< ~E and :Ic • ~.~(d  = bEoc)). 
(10) Suppose y < 3 t and y is a limit ordinal. Let ~ = ~r ~. Then ~ is a limit 
multiple of x, 3¢= y, and V6 < ), (~  = ~E and bE = b~r°b~). 
The first stage of the iteration is very similar to the usual forcing to add a 
simplified morass with linear limits, so we won't go through all the details. For 
some # < x +, # a multiple of x, a condition determines (pc, ~ ,  ~E, bE, and r ~ 
for ~, ~ <~ #. Of course, properties (1)-(10) above must hold 'so far'. A condition 
also determines an order preserving function B :tp~,--+ ~,,+ = r ++, which will be 
an element of ~,,,+. We require that the range of B be a union of intervals of the 
form [r  + • o~, x + - tr + r). If p is a condition, then we will add a superscript p to 
all the objects listed above to indicate their association with p -  #*', tp~, ~,  
etc. When discussing a condition p~ we may change the superscript p~ to simply 
o~, if this will not cause confusion. We may sometimes even leave superscripts out 
altogether. If p and q are conditions, then we define p < q iff: 
#*' >#q,  
tp~¢ = tp~ for ¢ ~ #q, 
~r~ = ~ for ~ < ~ <- #L 
((~E '~, bE'~') 16< 3 ¢'~) = ((~E '~, bE'*) 16< r ¢'q) for ~ ~<#a, and 
B ~ = B*' o b for some b • ~,~,~. 
No cardinals are collapsed in the first stage of the iteration, because the partial 
order is strategically r+-closed and r++-c.c. To prove the closure, suppose 
(p~ { di < i )  is a strictly descending sequence of conditions and I < r+,  I a limit 
ordinal. To define Px, we first let #x=#=sup{#~ j 6<i} ,  S= 
{._.J {range(B~)] 6 < ~.}, ~ = type(S), and let Bx: q0t,--+ S be the order preserving 
bijection. The hardest part of defining pa is choosing the linearizing sequence for 
#. To do this, we let 3~'=3., ~=#~,  and b~=B-~oB '~ for 6<i .  This 
determines the sets ~,  for ¢ < #, since by (9) these are generated by the b~'s. 
The only ditficulty in verifying that Px is a condition extending all previous 
conditions is in verifying that the linearizing sequence for # coheres with the 
previous ones - - in  other words, (10) holds for #. But if we used the same 
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strategy to choose Px, for limit ordinals ~.'< 2, then this will not be a problem. 
(This is what we meant when we said the closure was strategic.) 
To verify the chain condition, suppose A is an antichain and IAI = x ++. We 
may assume that for all p e A, /~' = x -  (p + 1) for some p, since if not we can 
simply extend p to a new p '  by lett ing/z ~'' =/u p + x and B ' '  ~ B ~'. By a standard 
A-system argument using 2" = x + we can now find p, q e A such that p and q are 
identical except that for some v < tp~,~, B~' Iv  = B q ~ V and range(B q) _ B' (v ) .  
But now we can amalgamate p and q be defining r <p,  q as follows:/z r =/d '  + x, 
ar~ = v, B ~ ~ qg~ = n q, nr(qg~ d- ~) = BP(v  + t~) whenever v + di < tp~, and 
Br(qg~p + dt + 6 ' )  = ssup(range(BP)) + 6'  if v + 6 = tp~,~ and qg~,~ + 6 + 6'  < tp~,, = 
tp~ •/¢. 
The restriction on the range of B in the definition of condition is needed to 
make sure that the sets 
Dr = {p I~ e range(BP)} 
are dense, for all • < x ++. To see why this is true, first suppose • is a multiple of 
x +, p is a condition, and p ~ Dr. As before we may assume/ t  p = x -  (p + 1) for 
some/9. Let v be the least ordinal such that Bt ' (v )  > ~, if there is one. Let q be a 
condition which is identical to p, except that B q ~ V ~- B p r v and Bq(v  + 6)  = 
+ 6 whenever v + 6 < q0~p. By the restriction on range(BJ'), Bt ' (v )  >I lr + x +, so 
range(B q) ~_ BP(v) .  But now p and q can be amalgamated exactly as in the proof 
of the x++-c.c. This gives us r <p such that r e Dr. If range(B ~') ~_ ~, so v above 
cannot be defined, we define q by letting Bq(6) = • + 6 for all 6 < qg~p, and then 
proceed as before. 
Now, suppose • is not a multiple of x + and p ~ D~. Then z = x + • te + ~ for 
some tr <x  ++, ~ < x +. By the argument above we may assume w.l.o.g, that 
p e D,~÷.,,m say Bt ' (v )  = x + • a~. Note that we can extend p to a condition p '  by 
letting /~" =/u j' + x, o~'p = 0, and B p' _~ B ~. The resulting condition has the 
property that BJ"(v) = x + • a~ and q0~. > qg~,p. Repeating this argument, and using 
strategic losure at limit stages, we can find q <p such that Bq(v)= x +. oL and 
v + ~ < tp~q. Now define r to be identical to q except that B r r v -  B ¢ r v and 
Br(v  + 6) = x +- a~ + 6 for v + 6 < qg~a. Then B' (v  + ~) = x +. a~ + ~ = ~, so r e 
D~. Amalgamating q and r gives an extension of p which is in Dr, as required. 
Forcing with this partial order gives us a genetic extension ~]02[G]. In ~02[G] we 
define q% and ~e for ¢ < ~ < x + in the obvious way. For ~ < x + we let 
~ , ,  + = {B j' o b I p ~ G, ~ </~,  and b • ~, ,} .  
We let the reader verify that the result is a simplified (x +, 1)-morass with gaps of 
size x between the levels, as described above. We can also read off from G the 
linearizing sequences ( (~,  b~)16  < z ~) for ~ = x .p ,  p is a limit ordinal. Note 
that (e (x ) )  ~[c l= (P(x)) ~, so in ~[G]  we still have 2 < '= x, and x is still 
regular. 
In ~[G] ,  we now define the second stage of our iteration as follows. A 
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condition will determine an initial segment of the sequence of fake morasses and 
embeddings that will make up the final gap-2 morass, together with one 
embedding from the last fake morass into the gap-1 morass created in the first 
stage. (The analogy with the gap-1 morass forcing should be clear.) More 
precisely, a condition p will determine an ordinal A<x, plus sequences 
(0o~la~<3.), (qg~l~<0x)  , (~ l~<~<~0x) ,  and ( .~ la~<f l~<X) .  These 
must satisfy the definition of simplified (x, 2)-morass 'so far', and we also require 
that qg0 = 1. Finally, p will also determine one embedding F from level ~. to the 
gap-1 morass resulting from the first stage of the forcing. The range of F will not 
be restricted to multiples of x, so F will partially fill in some of the gaps left in the 
simplified (x ÷, 1)-morass in the first stage. 
As usual, we think of F as a family of functions. The first component of F is an 
order preserving function F:  0x + 1---> 0,~ + 1 = x + + 1, with F(Ox) = x +. We 
require that F"0x be a union of intervals of the form Ix .p ,  x .p  + r), that 
F(0) --- 0, and that if x .  (p + 1) e range(F), then x -  p e range(F). We also define 
P (¢) = ssup(F" ¢ ) as usual. 
It will be useful later if we note at this point that very few other decisions need 
to be made to determine the other components of F. To see why, let (ya [/~ ~< r)  
enumerate F-l({x.plp<-...x+}). Note that since F (0)=0 and F(Ox)=x +, we 
have ~,0=0 and y~ = 0x. We define F~, F~t, ~ ,  ~,  and F#(¢) satisfying both the 
definition of embedding and Lemma 2.1 by induction on ~. As we do this, we will 
also be filling in some of the gaps in the (x ÷, 1)-morass. The result will be that qg¢ 
and ~ will be defined for ~ and ~ either multiples of x or elements of 
F"(0x + 1)UF"(0x + 1). If ~ and ¢ are both multiples of x, we will have 
~'e¢ _~ .~.  These definitions will also be made inductively. As we make these 
definitions, there will be a few places where decisions will have to be made, and a 
few places where things could go wrong. A forcing condition will have to make 
these decisions in such a way that nothing goes wrong. 
Since tpo = 1, and therefore o0 = 0, there is only one possibility for Fo: tpo---> (Po, 
and it will satisfy Fo(oo)= o0. Now suppose that for some fl < r, F(),t~ ) = x .p  
and F~ : tp~ --> qg,~.p has already been determined. We also assume that F~,~(o~,~) = 
o,~.p, if o,¢.p is already determined (i.e., if either p = 0 or p is a successor 
ordinal), that (p~ and ~t  have been determined for ~, ~ <~ x .p ,  and that all 
components of F have been determined up to ),~. By the restriction on the range 
of F we have F(ya + 6) = x .  p + 6 as long as ~'t3 + di < )'t3+1, and P(~'t~+l) < 
x .  (p + 1). Let ~/= F()'t~÷~)- Applying Lemma 1.1 to the interval [)'8, )'#+~) we 
can determine (pt and ~de~ for r .  p <~ ~ < ~ < r/, and F~ and Fe¢ for ~,~ ~< ~ < ¢ < 
~,~+~ in such a way that if ~,a <~ ~ < ¢ < ~,~+~, then Fet",~¢ = ~de<e)~<¢). In fact, we 
can apply the lemma to one additional evel to determine (pn, Pr~+~, ~n for 
x .  p ~< ~ < r/, and/~e,r~÷~ for ),~ ~< ~ < ~'t~+]- If ~ < x-  p and ~ is either a multiple 
of  x or an e lement  of  F"(Ox + 1) O F"(Ox + 1) we let 
~ = {b oc [ ba  @,,.p,¢ and c ~ @~,,~.p} 
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for x .p<~<~r l .  If ~<yt~<~<yt~+~,  b e ~d~,~,;, and ce~de, r~, we let F~t(b° 
c) = F~,~,t(b)oFe,~,a(c). Similarly, we define ~ for ~ < ),a so that 2.1(5) will hold. 
Claim. ~ < ~,~.p •x = ~.(,+~). 
Proof. Note that by Lemma 1.1, ~,~.p,,7=P~,~,~,~÷l"Cg~,a,~,~,÷,, so By 
neatness, tpn = [..J {b"q0,c.p I b e ~d,~.p,n}, so if q% I> qg, c.p • K, then by the regularity 
of r there is some b e ~d,c.p,n such that range(b) tq (qg,~.p • x) is cofinal in qg,c.p • x. 
Thus ssup(b"v) = q0,~.p •x for some v ~< q%~.p. Now (tp,~.p •x)\range(b) must also 
be cofinal in q%~.p-x, since every final segment of tp,c.p, x has order type 
tp,~.p-x > tp,~.p. Thus there is some c e ~,¢.p,n such that range(c)f'l (qg,~.p. x ) \  
range(b) is cofinal in tp,~.p.r. As before, this means ssup(c"v ' )= tp,c.p-x for 
some v' ~< qg,~.p. But then v = v' and b r v = c r v, which is a contradiction. 
By the claim, we can let ~dn,,~.(p+l)= {id}, and ~e,,~.(p+l)= ~den for ~ < 7/. For 
< x. (p  + 1) < ~ ~< F(~,a+~), ~ a multiple of x, we let 
.~  = {boc lb  e ~,¢.(~+~),~ and c e ~d~,,¢.(~+~)}. 
To continue, we must now choose F#(),t~+~)~ ~n,~(ra÷l). This determines Fra÷~ = 
F#(~a+l)o~÷~ and Fe,~,~÷~(b) = Fn(),a+~)o['e,~,~÷~(b) for ~ < ),~+~ and b ~ ~3e, r~÷~. 
As long as Fva+,(or~÷~ ) = tr~(ra+,), we will be able to continue. 
Finally, note that if fl is a limit ordinal, then F(~t~)= x .p  for some limit 
ordinal p .  Suppose tpt and ~t  have been determined for ~, ~ < x -  p and F~ and 
F~ have been determined for ~, ¢ < )'t~. We let 
~ge,,~.p = {b o c I for some p'  < p, b ~ ~,~.p,,,:.p and c ~ ~ge,,c.p,}. 
It is not hard to check that, if ~B and/'~,~,a can be defined as in Lemma 2.1, their 
definitions are unique. If they can be defined, then once again we must choose 
F#(~,a), and then we can continue. 
To summarize: Only F t (0x + 1) and F#(~,t3) for/~ ~< r must be specified by a 
forcing condition. The other components of F can be constructed from these. A 
forcing condition must specify these values in such a way that nothing goes wrong 
during the construction. Note that since F satisfies Lemma 2.1, it also satisfies 
Lemma 2.5. 
There is one more restriction we place on our forcing conditions. Suppose 
F(},Ij) = x .p  <K +, where p is a limit ordinal. We would like to require that 
F#(1,t3) must be one of the linear limits functions for x -  p, but unfortunately this 
would make it difficult for us to find extensions of conditions in some 
circumstances. Thus, we will allow finitely many exceptions to this requirement. 
The precise requirement, then, is that for all but finitely many /~< r, if 
F(yt3 ) = x .  p and p is a limit ordinal then 
36 < r ':'p (P(y#) = ~ 'P  and F#(y#) = b~'P). 
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We will see eventually that the conditions with no exceptions to this requirement 
are dense. 
This completes (finally) the definition of our forcing conditions. As before, if p 
is a condition, then we add a superscript p to the notation for any objects 
associated with p. To simplify the notation we will write 0 p for 0~,. If p and q are 
conditions, then we say p < q iff: 
j~P > ~q, 
0~ = 0 q for all a~ ~< Z q, 
q~=qg~ fora l l¢<-O q, 
~e = ~e for all ~ < ~ ~< 0 q, 
~--~=~# for all o:<fl<.zq, 
F q = F p of for some f e ~.  
and 
We let the reader verify that this implies that if ~ and ~ are either multiples of x 
or elements of Fq"(0 q + 1) ~ Fq"(0 q + 1), then q~ = qg~ and ~d~¢ _~ ~.  Also, 
2.1(6) holds for the equation F q = F p of. 
Working in ~[I~[G], we now derive some of the basic properties of this forcing. 
As in the first stage of the iteration, the most important echnique for showing 
that conditions in the second stage are compatible is to perform an amalgamation. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose p and q are conditions which are identical except that for 
some ~7 < OP, FP and F q agree up to r I but Fq"o ~' ~_ P ' (  ~ ). Note that we have 
[TP(W) = pq(rl) <~ Fq(tl) < pq(Op) ~ Fp(~) < Fp(Op) = Fq(Op) _ if+, 
and P (~)  must be a multiple of x. Suppose in addition 
bl ~ :~(n)~q(a,), b2 E :~Fq(OP)FP(n)' and b3 E ~PFp(n),r+ such that: 
Fq#(O~) = baob2, P#(Tl) = b2obloFq#Ol), 
bl e range(Pq~), and b3 e range(F~o~). 
Then there is a condition r <pq such that for some 
Fr(~) = P(TI) ,  Fr#(~) = b2, and P'(O') = P~(O~). 
that there are 
< o r, = Pq(o,), 
Proof. Choose /~i,/~3e~,i~ such that P~op(61)=bl and F~o,(b3)=b3. Let 
;t r= ;t p + 1. We construct level M of r using Lemma 1.2 so that, ff f is the 
fight-branching embedding in :~,~,, then f r 7/= id, f(t/) = ~, and f~ =f#(T/) = 
/~i- Now we define F ~ as follows. F r will be the same as F q up to ~', and 
F'(~ ' + 6) = P'(t/+ 6) whenever r/÷ 6 ~ 0 ~. Note that P'(~') = Pq(0 p) and 
F'(O p) = FP(~I). We let F'#(0 ~) = b2. As was shown above, to determine the rest 
of F r we need only decide Fr#(0 p + 6) for 6 > 0. We let Fr#(~ ' + 6) = FP#(r/+ 
6). We leave it to the reader to verify that r is a condition and F" of = F p. To get 
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started, note that 
(F  r of)#(n ) = F~(n)f(n)(f#(ll))o Fr#(/(~l)  
r = F,~o,(bl)O F'#(rl) 
-- Fr#( o p) o p~O,(/~l ) o Fq#(lrl) 




(F" °f)n = (F  of)#(r/) o (F" of)n (by 2.1(1)) 
p#(~)o  -~ = F~(,~) of~ (by 2.1(6)) 
= P'#(r/) ° i~q oid = FP#(~}) o ~'~ = F~. 
Now work through the inductive construction of F ,  starting at 0 ~, and verify that 
nothing goes wrong during the construction and that all components of F" of and 
F p agree. Note also that if F ' (0  ~) = P ( r / )  = x .  p for a limit ordinal p, then it 
may happen that F#(0  p) = b2 is not a linear limits function for x -  p. This is one 
of the reasons we allowed a finite number of exceptions to the linear limits rule in 
the definition of condition. 
This shows that r <p.  To see that r < q, let g e ~,~,  be the left-branching 
embedding with go, =g#(O~')--f,~o,,(b3). We claim that Fr°g=F q. The only 
non-trivial part of this is verifying that (F" og)#(~)  = Fq#(0P). We check this: 
(Frog)¢(O v) r # =F#(o,)g(e~)(g (0~))°F'#(g(0v)) (by 2.1(6)) 
= F'o,e,(f~e,(6~))° F'#( 0 v) = (F" of)~o,(/~3) o b2 
= F~e,,(b3)ob2= b3ob2 = Fq#(oP). []  
Lemma 3.2. Suppose p is a condition, Fg(~) = x .  p, F~(0) = O, and )" < x. Then 
there is an r < p such that x . p + )" ~ range(Fr), tp~:.t,+~ ~>q~V.p. ) , for some r < x, 
and Fr(Or) < Fg(O v) + x. 
Proof. First we will define a condition p '  <p with A ¢ = A~' + )' + 1. We add new 
levels to p one at a time. Suppose level 2J' + 6 has been chosen, for some 6 ~< y. 
To add level An +6 +1, we apply Lemma 1.2. If f e~ap+6,ap+~+l is the 
right-branching embedding, we make f (~)= 0a,+~+ ~ for aH ~< 0~+6, and 
7~ =f#(0)= id. Note that therefore oo~p+, =1~(o0)=~(0)= 0. 
For limit 6 ~< y we let 
0~+6 = sup{0zo+6, 16 '< 6}, 
q~o~p+~ = sup{q~ ]T/< 0a,+6}, and 
~,o~,,+~ = U {%,, I~ < ,7 < 0~,+6 }.
For tr < A ~' + 6 we would like to let ~:~,~0+~ = U (~,,t31 a~ < fl < An + 6), but 
unfortunately if fe~# and t r<f l<A~'+b,  then f(Oo,)=Ot~<Oap+6, so we 
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cannot have f ~ ~:,,,ae+n. However, this is easy to fix. If b e ~,+, ,  then we 
define a new embedding ft, to be the same as f, except that fb(Oo, ) = 0~,+~ and 
fb#(oo,) = b °f#(Oo,). Now we let ~,x~+~ be the set of all embeddings of the form 
fb. 
We let the reader check that, up to level A ¢, all requirements in the definition 
of simplified (x, 2)-morass are satisfied. Note that, since we have added 7 + 1 
new levels, 0P'> ~ + 7. Also, there is an increasing y-sequence of ordinals 
> 0 ~ such that o~ = 0. 
We define F p' by letting F ¢ agree with F p up to 0 p, and P" (0  ~ + r/)= 
P ' (0  p)+7} for 0 p -~r /<~' .  Choose U"#(O ¢) so that FP#(0 ~')= 
F¢#(0¢)  ~ q~,<o,,), and by Lemma 2.4 and the comments after it let f e ~a~ae' be 
such that f ~ 0 p = id and f#(0  p) = id. It is easy to see that F p = F ¢ of, so p '  <p.  
Now we let q be identical to p ' ,  except hat we let F q agree with F p' up to ¢, 
and we let Fq(~ + ~) = if" p + 7] for ~ + r /< 0 ~'. Note that ~ + y ~< 0 p + y < 0 ¢, 
so if-/9 + It = Fq(~ + y) ~ range(Fq). Also note that if ¢ + r /< 0 ¢, then 
F~,¢+n(id)=id, F~(0)=0, and of course id(0)=0. Applying (6) from the 
definition of embedding it follows that F~+~(0)=0. Thus if o~+,=0,  then 
o,,.~+~ =0. Since there is an increasing y-sequence of ordinals r/ such that 
o~+ n = 0, it fol lows that q0~(o,.) t> tp,,. o • y. 
Finally, it is not hard to see that Fq#(o ¢) can be chosen so that p '  and q satisfy 
the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. Thus we can let r <p ' ,q  be as in Lemma 3.1. 
Clearly r is as required. [] 
I~nuna 3.3. Suppose p is a condition and ~ <~ r+. 
(1) I f  ~< ~, be~c,  and ~ ~ range(Fl'), then there is some r<p,  ~<~ <~0 r, 
and 6 ~ ~ such that F'(~) = ~, Fr(~) = ~, F~(b)  = b, and pr(o')  < P'(O p) + X. 
(2) I f  ~ ~ range(F p) and r < q~t, then there is some r < p, ~ <~ O r, and ~ < cp~ 
such that F'(~) = ~, F~(~) = ~, and ~'r(O') < FP(O p) + x. 
(3) Suppose P'(0~') ~ < ~ <x +, and Fg#(OP)=boc for some c e ~fo~),c+~ and 
b ~ ~+~,~+. Then there is some r <p such that ~ ~ range(F),  F'(O r) < ~ + x, and 
Fr#(O r) = b ~ q~,(o,). 
(4) Suppose ~ < 0 e, P ' (~) <<- ~ < FP(~), and FP#(~) = b oc for some c e 
~) ,~+, ,  and b e ~3~:+,~,v,<~). Then there is some r <p and ~ < ~ < 0 ~ such that 
F ' (~)=~,  Fr(~)=Ft'(~),  Pr (~)<~+X,  and P'(O r) < 
Proof. We prove all four statements simultaneously by induction on ~. So 
suppose all four statements are true for all ordinals smaller than ~. 
(1) Let FP(~' )= ~. First, suppose P (~ ' )= ~. Then by 2.1(3) we can find 
T/< ~', c e ~dP~,, and d e ~J~F'(n) such that b = PP~,(c),'d = F~,(c)od.  Now since 
FP(~)< ~, by inductive hypothesis we can find r < p, ~ < fl < 0", and a e ~g$o 
such that F ' (~)=~,  F'(f l)=FPO1), F'~o(a)=d , and F ' (0 r )<PP(0P)+ x. Since 
r<p,  P '=Fr° f  for some f~x , ,  so F~t,(c)=F~(n)i(~,)(f~¢,(c)). Now 
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F ' ( f ( r / ) )  = P ' ( r / )  = F ( f / ) ,  so f(~}) = f/. Let ~ =f(~' ) ,  and 6 =fnt,(c)oa e ~~.  
Then we have F[~(f,~t,(c))= F~c(c ). Thus 
F~(/;) = F~(f~c,(c) o J ) = F,~(f~¢,(c))o F~o(J) = Fgc,(c)od = b. 
Now suppose FP(~') < ~. Then ¢ must be a multiple of x. If ~ = x -  (p + 1) for 
some p, then by the restrictions on F " in the definition of condition, x .p  • 
range(F p) too, so P ' (~ ' )  = r .  p + 1: for some r < x. Let FP(rl) = x .  p. Then by 
Lemma 2.5 we have ~'p "~ r,~, ,~ ,= ~'o,,,-o+," Also, r~.t,+~,~ = {id}, qJ~.p,~ = 
P - - -  I PP  " ~ P  - -  qJ,,.p,,,.p+~, and therefore FP#(~' )=id ,  so F~¢, /~ , .  Thus " ,c  '  ~v.p,~. 
Now if ~ < x .  p, then we can factor b as b = F~c(c ) o d for some d • ~,,, .p and 
c • ~, ,  and then proceed as before. If ~ I> x .p ,  then b = F~g,(/~) for some 
< ~' and 6 • q J~, ,so r can be any extension of p with F'(O~)<FP(O r) + x. 
Finally, suppose FP(~ ') < ~ and ~ = x .p  for some limit ordinal p. Choose ~1 
such that FP(~') ,~ < ~/< ~} + x < ~, and FP#(~ ') =cod1 and b =cod2 for some 
c • ~+,,,~, d~ • ~JF~(t,),n+,, , e  and d 2 • c~, ,~+r.  Now we apply inductive hypothesis 
(4) if ~' < 0 P, or (3) if ~' = 0 p, to get q <p and f} < ~ ~< 0 q such that Fq(fl) = r l, 
Fq(~)  = ~, Fq(~)  < r I + I~, Fq#(~)  c t '~ Fq = q9~,(¢), and (oq)<P ' (OP)+x.  Now 
dz•  ~d~.n+,, =_~d~.,+,, = ~d~.~,(~), so we can find e~ • ~3~ and ez • ~q.:~,(¢) such that 
d2 = ez ° ea. As before we now have ez = Pq~(~) for some ~ • ~d q- so 
q _ Fq~(~) = Fq#( ~)o Fq~(~) = (c t qg Fq(~))°e2 = c°e2.  
Therefore 
q b = c o d2 = c o e2 o el = Fo~(e) o el. 
Once again we can extend q further to get r as in the first case. 
(2) First note that this is trivial if ~ = 0, since q0o = 1. Now suppose r = b(v)  
for some ~ < ~, b e q3~, and v < q~. By inductive hypothesis we can find q < p, 
~' < 0 q, and v' < q0~, such that Fq(~ ') = ~, F~,(v') = v, and Fq(O q) < P (~)  + r. 
Now apply (1) to find r < q, ~ < ~ ~< O r, and /~ • qd~ such that F ' (~)  = ~, 
F ' (~)  = ~, F[~(/~) = b, and P ' (O" )<Pq(oq)+ x=•(0P)+ x. Since r<q,  Fq= 
F ~ of for some f • ~,~qx,, and clearly f (~ ' )  = ~. Let ~ =fe,(v')  < qo[ and ~ =/~(~). 
Then F[(9)  = F[(fe,(v'))  = (F 'of)~,(v ' )  = F~,(v') = v. Therefore 
F~(~) = F~(5(9)) = F~(6)(F~(~))  = b(v) = r, 
as required. 
By neatness, the only remaining possibility is that ~ = r .  (p + 1) for some 
p < r +. Then r .  p • range(FP), and ~ = ~,,-o" x. Since r < ~,  we have 
< ~,,-o" )' for some y < x. Now by inductive hypothesis and Lemma 3.2 choose 
q <p and ~ '< 0 q such that Fq(~ ') = ~ and q~Fq(c')~ ~> ~,,-o • ~,. But then r = id(r) 
and id • ~(~' ) . c '  so now we can proceed as before. 
(3) First of all, suppose r satisfies all the requirements except perhaps the 
restriction on F~#(O'). Then since r <p,  F n = F"of  for some f • ~-'~,x,. Let r '  be 
the same as r, except that F '#(O r) = b ~ q~.,(o,). We claim that F p = F"of ,  so 
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r'  <p  and therefore r '  is as required. This shows that we need not worry about 
the restriction on F'#(O•). To verify the claim, first note that 
FP#(O p) = r~(op)orff#(OP)) o Fr#(](OP)) 
= Fr#(Or) o ~'~(o,)o,(f#(OV)) o Fn(f (0~')) ,  
and 
P~(o~)o,(f#( OV)) o Fr#(f ( OP)) E (4~r~(op)~r(Or). 
But also FP#(O p) = boc, and c e ~J~(o~),¢+,¢ ~- ~d~,(op),~+,¢ = ~d,%(o,)~(o,), since 
~p,(o,),~+,~ = {id}. Therefore/v~(o~)o,(f#(/Y')) o F•#(f(0v))  = c, so 
(F '  o f )#(0  p) = F•'#( O~)o F~e(o,)o,(f#( OP)) o F#( f  ( 6w)) = b o c = Fv#( OV). 
If ~ is not a multiple of r, then ~ = r • p + r for some p < r + and r < x. By 
inductive hypothesis we can find q <p such that x -  p e range(F q) and Fq(O q) < 
r -  p + r = ~ + x. If ~ ~ range(Fq), then by Lemma 3.2 we can extend q further 
to get r. 
Now suppose ~ = x -  p. If p is a limit ordinal, then ~.~+,~ = {id}. This means 
that o~ has not  yet  been  chosen,  and also v - ~, v ~FP(OP),/~+I¢- ~"P(OP),¢' SO C E q~kP(OP),/;" 
We define r <p as follows: Let/~r=/~p .4. 1, and use Lemma 1.2 to define level )," 
so that 0" > 0 ~. Let F" be the same as F p up to 0 ", and let Fr(O ~ + r/) = ¢ + 7/for 
0 ~ + r /< 0 •. Let F#(0  p) =c  and Fr#(o •) =b ~ ¢pr~,(O,). TO see that r<p,  let 
f e a~x~x, be the left-branching embedding with f#(O v) =id .  We claim that 
F v = F • of. The only difficult part of checking this is the following computation: 
(F • o f )#(0 ~) ~ # 
= F~,o,(id) °F•#(0 p) = F#(0" )  o P~,o,(id) o c 
= b ~ qg~,(oq ° id o c = b ° c = FP#(~). 
Finally, suppose ~= r .  (p + 1). By inductive hypothesis we may assume 
w.l.o.g, that for some 7/< 0 ~, FP(Tl) = x .  p and 0 e range(F~), so F~(0) = 0. Now 
o¢ has already been determined, and o¢ < q0t = tp,~.p- x. By Lemma 3.2 and 
inductive hypothesis we may assume that o¢ < q~.p+~ for some r < x, FP(~)= 
x .  p + r for some ~ </Y', and F~(v) = o~ for some v < q~. Therefore aC~,(v) = 
P~,(id(v)) = P~o~(id)(F~(v))=id(o~)= o~. We now define r <p as follows: Let 
/~r = /~p .1_ 1. By neatness choose d E ~dgop such that d(0) = v, and use Lemma 1.2 
to define level M so that if f E ~'xpx, is the right-branching embedding, then 
f(~,) = 0 p + ), for al l  y ~< 0 p, and fo =f#(0)  = d. Note that therefore oo~ = fo(Oo) = 
d(0)= v. Let F • be the same as F v up to 0 p, and let F•(O p + y)= ~+ y. Let 
r F•#(0 ~) = id and choose Fr#(o r) SO that for some e e Cg~(O,)F'(O'), Fv#(O v) = 
F•#(O')oe. Then F'o~(o~,)=F'#(Oe)(~"op(v))=id(l~'vop(v))=o¢, so r is a condi- 
tion. To see that r<p,  first note that since ~,(o,).~= {id}, e = e' r q~(o~) for 
• _ • some e' e qd~,v,(a,). Since/~$,o,: ~d~,o ---> ~,k,(o,) is onto, we can let g e ~"z,x, be a 
left-branching embedding with P~,o,(g#(0v)) = e'. Now check that F v = F" og. 
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(4) First, we define a condition q to be identical to p, except that F q agrees 
with F j' up to ~ and Fq(~ + y) = P ' (~)  + ), whenever ~ + y < 0 p. We let Fq#(o p) 
be arbitrary. Let c = cloc2, where c2 • ~3~., . . .  and cl • ~3~.~+,,, and by (1) and (3) 
t¢31, g , , , - 
choose q' < q such that for some ~' < ~' < 0 q and c' • cg~,t,, F q (~') = F~'(~), 
Fq'(~') = ~, F~:~,(c')=c2, and Fq'(Oq')< ~ + x. By changing Fq#(o q) and 
'#  q '  ~F,'~ Fq'#(O q') if necessary we may assume that F q (0 !=(dob)_ r cp ' o~') for some 
d • F~"~o~.  Note that Cl • ~3~.~+,, _~ q3~.¢+,, = ~3[,~,'<o,') = F~,.o¢ ~,.o,' ,  so in 
fact c = Cl oc2 • range(~'~i.o,. ). Now we define p '  to be the same as q', except hat 
F p" agrees with F q' up to ~', FP'(~ '+~,)=F~'(~+~,)  if ~+~,<0 p, and 
P ' (~ '  + ~, + 6)= fi'P(0 ~) + 6 if ~ + ~, = ~ and ~' + ~, + 6 < 0 q'. We let FP'#(~ ' + 
~,) = FP#(~ + ~,), and choose FP'#(O p') so that FP#(O p) = FP'#(O p') ~ q~<o,_)" 
Since q '< q, there is some f • ~:~,. such that F q = Fq'of. Therefore FP(~)= 
~'q(~) = ~'q'(f(~)). But also Fq'(~ ') = fi'P(~), so f (~)= ~'. By Lemma 2.4 choose 
g • ,~ , ,  such that g agrees with f up to ~, g(~ + ~,)=f(~) + ~, = ~' + ~, for 
+ ~, < 0 q, and g#(O q) = id. We claim now that F p = FP'og, so p '  is a condition 
extending p. To get started on verifying this, first note that 
(FP'og)~ = ~'ei~)og ~ = p~: of'~ = (F¢ of)~ = p~. 
Also, if ~ + ], < 0 p, then g(~ + ),) = g(~ + ),) = ~' + y, so 
(FP'og)(~ + ~,) = Fp'(~ ' + ),) = FP(~ + ),) 
and 
(F"°g)#(~ + ~') = FP'#(~ ' + r )= F~'#(~ + r). 
Finally, 
(FP'og)#(O p) = Feio,,).o,,.(g#(OP)) = Fp'#(OP')o Peio~),o,.(id ) 
= FP'#(O "') t FP#(O ) • 
We let the reader verify the rest. 
We also let the reader check that p '  and q' satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 
3.1. The functions bl, b2, and b3 from Lemma 3.1 are c, b r ¢PF,'~o¢),4' and d 
respectively. Thus we can choose r <p ' ,  q' as in Lemma 3.1. Clearly r is as 
required. [] 
Let H be generic over ~0~[G] for the second stage of the iteration. In ~II~[G][H], 
it is clear how to define almost all of the desired simplified (r, 2)-morass. For 
< r we let 
o~,~ = {F p ° f l3p  • H (3. p > o~ and f • ~:~)}. 
By Lemma 3.3 it should be clear that, as long as no cardinals are collapsed in the 
second stage, the resulting structure will satisfy the definition of simplified 
(x, 2)-morass. Thus we need only verify now that cardinals are not collapsed. 
To prove the chain condition we first return to ~'~[G] and show that Lemma 3.3 
can be used to prove a~jmproved version of Lemma 3.1. 
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Lemma 3.4. Suppose p and q are conditions which are identical except hat for 
some ~l < 0~, Fn and F q agree up to ~l but Fq(O ~') + x < P(~l). Then p and q are 
compatible. 
Proof .  Choose b • ~(o,')+,¢,e~(n) and c • qd~,,(n),~q(op)+, ¢ such that F~'#(r/) = b oc. 
It is not hard to see that 
(gq- - = { id}  and  (ge  _ _ (4~ q _ q Fq(OP),Fq(Op)+I¢ FP(~l),Fq(Op)+~¢ t" FP(rl),Fq(OP)+x = (~ ~p(~l),~q(Op) ' 
so c • ~p. .  ~q.~. Let d be any element ,,~ '  -~o~P" o,~o~,~P and let q'  be identical to q 
tn~. ~ ~" q Now by Lemma 3.3 extend q' to q" such except that F q #(0P)  "- (dob) r rPpq(op). 
that for some f /< ~ < 0 q', Fq~(fi)= PP(T1), Fq'(~)= Pq(o~), c • range(Fq~), 
Pq~(oq")<Pq(o  q) "a t- K, and Fq"#(oq ' )=(dob)  ~ qgq;.(o¢). Let p" <p be the same as 
q", except hat F p" is the same as F p up to 0 p, and FP"(O p + 6) = FP(0 p) + ~ for 
0 p + 6 < 0 q'. We let the reader check now that p" and q" satisfy the hypotheses of 
Lemma 3.1, so we can find r <p", q". 
Unfortunately, this means r <p and r < q', but perhaps r ~: q. To fix this, 
choose ~ > Fr (or ) ,  bx • ~o~),~+~, b2 • c~,(o,),~+ r, and e • ~t+~,~+ such that 
Fq#(oq)=eobl  and F~#(O')=eob2 . Now let r '<r  be such that ~<Pr ' (o r ' ) '~  
I t 
+ x, F '#(O")=e r cpp,'<o,'), Fr'(~)=~'¢(O q) for some ~<0 ~', and F~o,,(6)=bx 
for some/~ • qd[o,,. Since r' < r < q', there is some f • ~x , ,  such that F q' = F" of. 
Note that Fr'(~) = Fq(O q) = Fq'(o q) = ~'~'(f(oq)), so f(O q) = ~. If we let g • ~'~',x,, 
be the same as fexcept  that g#(O q) = b (and we know there is such a g by Lemma 
2.3), then F 'og  = F q. Thus r'  < q and r' < r <p,  as required. [] 
Lemma 3.5. The second stage of the iteration has the x+-c.c. 
Proof. Suppose A is a set of conditions and IAI = r +. Since 2<'~= x, we may 
assume all elements of A are identical except for their F's. Now by a standard 
A-system argument find p, q •A  as in Lemma 3.4. By Lemma 3.4 they are 
compatible, so A is not an antichain. [] 
We now know that cardinals >~x + are not collapsed. To show that smaller 
cardinals are preserved it is easier to return to the original ground model ~ and 
verify that the entire iteration is (x, oo)-distdbutive. The forcing conditions for the 
iteration are pairs (Pl, P2) such that Pl is a condition for the first stage, and 
pl It- "P2 is a condition for the second stage". Since we already know the first stage 
is strategically x+-closed, we may extend p:  to completely determine P2 in the 
ground model. Thus we may as well work only with conditions p = (p~, P2) in 
which all components of P2 are determined. We may also assume that 
#pl I> Pp~(0n~). Finally, since Px It- P2#(0n~) • qd~¢~2),,~+  we may assume, by 
extending Pl  if necessary, that FP~#(0 n2) = BJ'1 o b for some b • q3~2<o,~),~, r From 
now on we will use a superscript p instead of px or P2 when referring to the 
components of pl  and P2. 
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Suppose p is a forcing condition, o < x, and for each a: < o, D= is a dense open 
set. We will construct a descending sequence (p~ [o:~< o) such that Po =P and 
p=+~ e D= for all o:< o. Clearly then po <p andpo E A {D~ I o~< o}, as required. 
As usual, when discussing the components of p~ we use a superscript o: instead of 
p=.  
Let P0 =P, Now suppose p~ has been chosen and we wish to choose p~+~. 
First, choose q <p= such that q e D=. Recall that there may be finitely many 
< 0 = such that ['=(~) < F=(~) = x .  p for some limit ordinal p and F~(~)  is not 
a linear limits function. We choose P=+I ~< q so that for each such ~, there is some 
6<r  '~'p such that F=#(~)=b'~'Poc for some c E fg$~ft).~.o and for some 
< 0 =+~, F=+~(~) =F=(~), P~+~(~) > ~P,  and b~'P= F(=+h#(~)od for some 
O~.=+1 d e ~,~:,,~=+~<~). This is not hard to do, using Lemma 3.3 to handle the finitely 
many ~'s one at a time. We also make sure that P=+I(0~+~)>#~ and 
B== F(~+I)#(0 ~) o e for some e E °,-,v=+~(o=+b- 
Now suppose a: is a limit ordinal and p,  has been chosen for all/$ < tr. We let 
3. = = sup{3. ~ [/~ < o:}. The only hard part of defining p= is choosing level 3.~ and 
defining F = and ~:~x~ for ), < A =. Let S = (._J {F#"0 g [ fl < o:} c_ x +, and let 
O==tp(S). Let F~:O~--->S enumerate S, and of course let F=(O=)=x +. For 
each ~ <~0=we let S~=[_J{F~"cp{[~<o:, F#(~)=F~(~)} and q0~= tp(S~), and 
we let F~" q0~---> S t enumerate St. Now suppose ~ < ~ <~ 0% fl < c~, ~ < ~ ~< 0 #, 
F#(~) = F=(~), and F~(~) = F°~(¢). If/~ ~ fg~, then F~(/~) E ~¢'(~)~=(t)- It is not 
hard to check that F~(/~) maps Se into St, so there is a unique function 
b'q0~---)ti0 ~ such that F~ob =F#--(/~)oF~ We let ~t  be the set of all such ~ _ - 
functions b, and we let F~t(b ) = F~(b). We let the reader check that level 3.= is a 
fake morass, F = is an embedding, and for/~ < a:, if ¢ ~< 0 #, then ti0~ = q0#~ and if 
< ~ ~< 0 #, then ~t  = (g~t. 
If F=(¢) = x -  p < x + and p is a limit ordinal, then it may not be clear how to 
choose F=#(¢). If Fa(~) = F=(¢) and Pa(~) = P~(¢) for some fl < o~ and ~ < 0 ~, 
then we let F=#(¢) = F##(~). Now suppose this is not true. Let ), = P=(~). Then 
Y = sup(F#(~) I fl < a:, F#(~) = F~(~)). 
Claim. I f  y < F~(~), then y = ~'~'P ]'or some limit ordinal 6 < r='P. 
Proof. Suppose fl < ct and F#(~) = F=(~). Clearly ['#(~) < y. By the way 
successor steps were handled we know that either P#(~) = ~'P for some 6 < r'~'P 
or P#(~) < ~P < P#+~(~'), where ~ < r~P and F#+~(~ ') = F#(~) = F=(~), so 
P#+~(~') < y. Thus y is a limit of ordinals of the form ~'P, so the claim follows. 
Of course, if y = F=(~), then F=#(~) = id. If y < F=(~), then let 6 be as in the 
claim, and let F=#(~)= b~ "p. Note  that by the coherence property of the 
lincarizing sequences we have r r = 6, and ~ = ~'P and b~ "p = b~ "p o b] for 6 < 6. 
Wc must check now that ['~¢ and P~ can bc defined so that Lemma 2.1 is 
satisfied. To  check 2.1(2), suppose ~ < ~ and b E ~J~t" Then FSt(b ) = F~(/;) for 
some fl < a:, ~ < ~ < 0 #, and /~ e c~ such that F#(~) = F=(~) and rF#(~) = 
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F ' (¢) .  Now F~(/~) = F##(~)oF~+(/~), and either Fa#(~)= b~ " for some 6 < 6 
or F##(~)= b~"oc and ~'P  </~'  (~)< F (~) for some 6, c, and ~' such that 
F#+t(¢ ') = F"(¢),  so again 6 < 6. Either way, we have F~(6)  = b~ "" oe for some 
< 6 and some e. But then 
F'~c(b) = F~(b)  = b'~'Poe = b'~ p ob~oe = F'~#(¢)ob~oe. 
Thus, if we let P~(b)= b]oe, then 2.1(2) will be satisfied. The verification of 
2.1(1) is Similar. 
To check 2.1(3), suppose ~ < ), and b e qd~'y. We may as well assume ~ = ~] and 
b = b] for some t5 < 6. Choose fl < a~ large enough so that for some ~ < 0 #, 
Fa(~) = F"(¢) and bg "p = F##(~)°c for some c. Now choose fl' and ¢' < 0 ~' such 
that f l<f l '<o:,  Fa ' (~ ' )=F~(¢) ,  and P#'(¢')>Pa(¢). Since pa,<p# there is 
some f e ~##x#' such that F/~= Ft"of, so F/~n(~)=F~):(~)(f#(~))oF#'#(f(~)). 
But F~):<~)(f#(~)) = F~c(d) for some ~ < ~ and d ~ ¢g$~. Thus we have 
bg "p= F/J#( )oc = F  (d)o oc  
= o o o c 
= 
Therefore b~ = P~(d)o  F#'#(](~))oc, as required. 
If ? = F°'(~), then the same proof can be used to verify 2.1(3), and (1) and (2) 
axe trivial. Similar reasoning is also used to define F'~#(O °') satisfying 2.1. We 
have ##<P#+x(0#+x)~<##+I for every fl<o~, so P°'(O~)=sup(##lfl<o~ }. We 
let #~=sup{##l f l  < o:}, and we use the strategy introduced in the proof of 
strategic r+-closure for the first stage of the iteration to define B ~ and the 
linearizing sequence for #~. Now let F°'#(O~ = B ~. We leave the verification of 
2.1 in this case to the reader. 
It is not hard to see now that for every fl < o~ there is a unique embedding f 
such that F ~ = F°'of. We will put f ~ ~#~.  In general for y < ~ we let 
~:y%-= {f °g I ::lfl < a~ (y < $#, g ~ ~:~#, and F # = F ~ of}. 
The reader can now check that p,~ is a condition extending pn for all fl < a~. It is 
interesting to note that p~ has not exceptions to the rule that ff P~(~) < F~(~) = 
x .p  and p is a limit ordinal, then F'~#(~) must be a linear limits function for 
x .p .  Also, P~(0 ~) =#~=r .p  for some limit ordinal p, and F°'#(O ~) = B ~. 
Thus we have shown that the conditions with these properties are dense. 
This completes the proof that the iteration is (x, oo)-distributive, and therefore 
no cardinals are collapsed. Thus we have now proved: 
Theorem 3.6. In ~[I~[G][/-/], there is a simplified (x, 2)-morass. [] 
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Our second major theorem is the gap-3 theorem of model theory. Suppose ~ is 
a countable language which includes a unary predicate U. Recall that an 
~-structure 91 is said to have type (x, Z) if IAI = r and lUll = Z, where A is the 
universe of 91. (We will always use Gothic letters to stand for 3%structures, with 
the corresponding Roman letter naming the universe of the structure.) We say 
that (x, Z)---> (x', Z') if every theory with a model of type (r, Z) also has a model 
of type (x', Z'). Throughout his section and the next we will assume that x is a 
regular uncountable cardinal and that GCH holds. We will prove that if there is a 
simplified (x +, 2)-morass, then VA ((3. +++, Z)---> (x +++, x)). 
In this section we present he basic model theory lemmas needed for the proof; 
we will prove the theorem in the next section. The lemmas in this section were 
originally proved by Jensen. Donder then found a way to simplify the model 
theory for the gap-2 theorem. We have modified Donder's method so that it can 
be extended to prove the lemmas in this section. 
Suppose ~ is an ~-structure of type (,k +++, ~.), for some infinite cardinal ~.. 
We may as well assume that the universe of ~ is Hx+++, the collection of sets 
hereditarily of cardinality less than ,k +++, and that U m= ,~. We will also assume 
that the language includes a 2-place predicate symbol ' • '  interpreted as •,  and 
constant symbols ko, kl, and k2 interpreted as ~., ).+, and Z ++ respectively. 
Lemma 4.1. There is a 1-type Fl(x) for the theory of ~ such that if 91 =-~, 
IAI = r ,  91 is saturated and d is an element of 91 which realizes F~, then there is a 
saturated elementary extension 91' of  92 and an elementary embedding H: 91---> 91' 
such that 
U ~1' = U it, 
Va • A ((9.1 ~ a • d)-'-> H(a) = a), 
Va • A (91' ~ a • n(d)) .  
and 
Also, I'1 includes the following formulas: 
Ix l = kl, 
Vy (y •x  A lYl <<-kl-">y ~x) ,  
Vy (y ~x  A lyl <~ko"->y •x) ,  
Vy (U(y)---> y •x) ,  
x is the universe of an elementary substructure of the universe. 
(Of course, this last statement is actually an infinite collection of formulas.) 
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Proof. Let 
S- -  I lX l -  Z +, Vy (y EX ^ lyl <Z + 
---> y ~_X), Vy (y ~_X ^  ]yl ~< Z--*y ~X), 
Z ~_ X, and X is the universe of an elementary substructure of ~}. 
It is not hard to verify that S is stationary in Px++(Hx+÷÷). For each X e S choose 
~x < ~ such that X ~ Bx, Z ~_ Bx, and IBx l  = and let g(X) = X fq Bx. Note 
that IX Iq Bxl <<- IBxl = Z, so by the definition of S, X A Bx E X. Thus, g is a 
regressive function. By the pressing down lemma, there is a stationary set S' ~_ S 
such that g is constant on S'; say g(X) = R for all X e S'. 
Choose (X~ I a~ < 3.++) such that X= E S' for all a~ < Z ++, and if fl < tr < 3. ++, 
then Bxt, ~_ Xo,. Since there are only ;t + isomorphism types for the ~x~'S, we can 
now choose fl < a~< 3. ++ such that there is an isomorphism h:fSxa,-'> ~x,~ with 
h(Xt~ ) = h(X,~) and h r R = id. Note that therefore h'fSx~--> ~ is an elementary 
embedding, h I(Bx~ NXa) =id,  Bx, ~_X~=h(Xtj), and U~a=Z~Bx~. Let F~(x) 
be the type of Xt3 in ~. 
Let ~* = ~ U {P, H, d}, where P is a new 1-place predicate symbol, H is a 
new 1-place function symbol, and d is a new constant symbol. Expand ~ to an 
Le*-structure ~* by letting 
P~* = Bx~, H ~* ~ h, and d ~* = Xt~. 
Let T* be the theory of ~*, and note that T* contains the following sentences: 
P is the universe of an Le-elementary substructure of the universe 
(actually an infinite collection of sentences), 
H r P is an ~-elementary embedding of P into the universe 
(infinitely many sentences), 
d realizes the type 
Ya (U(a)---> P(a)), 
p(d), 
Va (P(a) ^  a E d.---> n(a)  = a), 
Ya (e (a )~ a E H(d)). 
(infinitely many sentences), 
Let ~* be a saturated model of T* of cardinality x, let ~' = ~* r -~, and let 
be the elementary substructure of if' with universe Pg*. Note that ~ and if' are 
both saturated and IcI = IC' l  = r. Let f = H g" r C, and X = d g" E C Clearly X 
realizes the type F~, f is an elementary embedding of ~ into if', U g = U g', 
Vc e. C ((ft. I= c e. X)--> f(c)  = c) 
and 
Vc c 
We are now ready to complete the verification that ~ has the required 
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properties. Suppose 92= ~, IA[ = r, 92 is saturated, and d is an element of 92 
which realizes F~. By the uniqueness of saturated models there is an isomorphism 
j: 92---> ~ such that j(d) = X. Extend ] to an isomorphism j ' :  92'---> ~', where 92' is 
an elementary extension of 92. Clearly H = (j ,)- i  of oj is the required embedding 
of 92 into 92'. 
Finally, it is clear that Fl(X) contains all the required formulas, since it is the 
type of X~ in ~ and X~ ~ S. [] 
Lemma 4.2. There is a 1-type F2(x) for the theory of f~ such that if 92 =-f~, 
IAI = K, 92 is saturated, and e is an element of 92 which realizes F2 then there is a 
saturated elementary extension 92' of 92 and an elementary embedding H:92---> 92' 
such that 
{a eA 192~a e k l}  -- {a cA '  I 92' ~a e kl}, 
VaeA ((92~aee)--->H(a)=a), and 
Va cA  (92'~a el l (e)) .  
Also, F2(x) includes the following formulas: 
Ix[ = k2, 
Vy (y e x ^ [yl <~ k2---> y ~_x), 
Vy (y ~_x A lYl<~kl--->y ex),  
kl ~ x (and therefore also kl e x), 
x is the universe of an elementary substructure of the universe. 
Proof. Exactly the same as the proof of Lemma 4.1, with ~, ~+, and ~.++ 
replaced throughout with ).+, ~.++, and ~+++. [] 
The following notation will be useful lateL Suppose 92 is an ~-structure and 
x e A. Then the extension of x in 92 is 
exta(x) = {a eA[92~a ex}. 
For example, using this notation the properties of 92' and H in Lemma 4.2 could 
be expressed as follows: 
ext'a(k~) =ext~'(k~'), 
H r ext'(e) =id, and A_~extW(H(e)). 
If 92 ~f : a--> b, then we will abuse this notation slightly by writing extga(f) for the 
function with domain ext'a(a) defined by 
ext'~(f)(x) = y iff 92 ~f(x) = y. 
Lemma 4.3. Let 92, 92', H, and e be as in Lemma 4.2. Suppose d e A and 
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92 W Idl - k~. Then 
(1) exta'(d) = ext'(d). 
(2) There is some f cA '  such that 92'~"f is a function with domain d" and 
ext~'(f) = n t ext'(d). 
(3) exta'(H(d)) = H"exta(d). 
Proof. Since 92~[dl=k1, we can choose g•A such that 92~"g:kl--->d is a 
bijection". Now 92 < 92', so also 92' ~ "g" kl---> d is a bijection". Since ext~'(kl ~') = 
ext~t(k~), clearly ext~t'(d)= ext~t(d) too. This proves (1). 
Now choose f • A '  so that 92' ~f = H(g) og-1. Suppose x • ext~'(d) = ext'(d),  
and let 92~g-l (x)=y eke. Since e realizes F2, we have 92~k~e,  so 92~y •e.  
Therefore H(y)=y.  Now 92~g(y)=x, so since H is elementary, 92'~ 
H(g)(H(y)) = H(x). Therefore 
92' ~ f (x)  = H(g)(g-~(x)) = H(g)(y) = H(g)(H(y)) = H(x). 
Thus exta'(f)  = H t ext'(d) as required in (2). 
Finally, for (3) we apply the elementarity of H to the statement 92 ~ "g :k~--> d
is a bijection" to get 92' ~"H(g):H(kl)--->H(d) is a bijection". Now since e 
realizes F2, 92 ~k~ • e, so H(k~)= kl. Thus 92' ~"H(g):k~--->H(d) is a bijection", 
so  
92' ~ "f  = H(g) og-l:d---> H(d) is a bijection" 
But ext~t'(f) = H ~ exta(d), so the conclusion is now dear. [] 
. 
In order to prove the gap-3 theorem we need to use a simplified (x ÷, 2)-morass 
to show that if ~ is an .~-structure of type (~+++, Z) for some ~, then there is a 
structure 92 of type (x ÷÷÷, x) such that 92 =--~. By expanding the language if 
necessary we may assume w.l.o.g, that ~ is as in Section 4, so Lemmas 4.1-4.3 
apply. Our strategy will be to build up 92 from pieces of size x whose internal 
structure mirrors the structure of the levels of the morass. 
To make this more precise, suppose ( ( q0¢ [ ~ ~< 0), ( ~3¢~ [ ~ < ~ ~< 0) ) is a fake 
morass. For each ~ < 0 we will let i(¢) be the identity function with domain qg~. 
Note that if ¢ < ~ ~< 0, then i(¢) • ~dCe. We say that an &e-structure 92 mirrors the 
structure of this fake morass if we can choose elements ev • A for every v < tpo 
and db, hb • A for every ~ < 0, b • ~¢o with the following properties: 
(1) e~ realizes F2 in 92. 
(2) db realizes F~ in 92. 
(3) 92 ~ "hb :di(~)--> db and hb is an L~-isomorphism". 
(4) If v < 1: < tpo, then 92 ~ e~ • e~. 
(5) If v < q9¢, then 92~,e~ • di(~) • e~o:. 
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(6) If v ~< q9¢, r < q%, b e ~g¢o, and b"v  ~_ r, then 92 ~ hb"(di(¢) [q e,,) = e~. 
(7) If ¢<~<0 and beCg¢e, then 92~db,hbedg(e). (Note that b=i (~)obe  
q3¢o, so db and hi, are defined.) 
(8) If v < ¢p~ and b e Cg¢o, then 92 ~ hb(e,,) = eb(,,). 
(9) If ~ < ~ < O, b e ~,  and c e %o, then 92 ~ h~ob = hc ° hb. 
(10) If b, c ~ q3¢o and b ~ v = c ~ v, then 92 ~ ht, [ (d~(¢) f3 e,,) = h~ I (di(¢) f'l e,,). 
(11) For every ¢ < 0, 92 ~ "hi(t) is the identity function". 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose ( ( q9¢ I ~ <~ 0 ), ( ~g¢~ I ~ < ~ <<- O) ) is a fake morass, 0 < x +, 
and q% < x +. Then there is a saturated structure 92 such that 92 - f~, [A[ = x, and 
92 mirrors the structure of  the fake morass. 
Proof. We will construct an elementary chain of models (92 7 [ 77 ~< 0) such that 
92 7 -= ~3, IAn[ = x, 92n is saturated, and 92 7 mirrors the structure of the initial 
segment ( (qg~ [ ~ ~< 7/), ( ~ I ~ < ~ <~ 7/) ). 92 will then be 92o. 
By repeatedly applying Lemma 4.2 we can easily construct 92o such that 
920 -= ~,  IAol = x, 92o is saturated, and there are elements e~ e A0 realizing F2 for 
v < q9o such that if v < z < qgo then 92o ~ ev e e~. 
Now suppose 927 has been chosen for some r /< 0, and let e~, db, and hb 
witness the fact that 92 7 mirrors the structure of the initial segment of the fake 
morass up to 77. By Lemma 4.1 we can extend 927 to a saturated ~l such that for 
some d e A, d witnesses F~ and A n ~_ ext'(d).  Now (,.~n,n+ 1 is an amalgamation 
pair {id, s} with split point o n. Apply Lemma 4.2 to ~l to get a saturated 927÷1 
extending ~[ and an embedding H-~l-->92n+ ~ such that H ~ext~(eo,)=id, 
c_ ext~+~(H(eo~)), and ext~÷~(kl ~÷~) = ext~(k~). 
We already have e~, db, and hb defined for v < q9 n and b e ~3~n, ~ < 7/. We let 
di(n) = d and 
927+1 ~ "hi(n) is the identity function with domain dish)" 
Since di(n) realizes F~ in 92, 92 ~ [d/(n) [ = kl, so by Lemma 4.3 we can choose h~ so 
that 
ext~+'(h~) = H ~ ext~t(d/(n)). 
Let d, = H(di(n)). Then by Lemma 4.3, 
ext~÷,(d~) = H"exta(di(n)) = range(exta~÷,(h,)), 
so 92n+x~"h,:di(n)-*ds i a bijection". In fact, since H is an elementary 
embedding, clearly 
92,+~  "h~" di(n)--~ d~ is an ~-isomorphism". 
For tpn ~< v < tpn+ ~ we have v = s(v')  for some v' < tpn. Let e~ = H(e~,). 
Clearly then 
927+1 ~ hs(e~,) = es(v,). 
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Finally, if ~ < r/, b • ~;T, and sob ~b (i.e., range(b) ~ trT) , then we let 
d~°b = H(db) and 92~ +~ ~ h~°b = h~ o hb. 
As before, by Lemma 4.3 we have ext~t,÷~(d~ob) = H"ext~(db), so 
~+~ ~ d~°b = hs"db = h~°b"di(¢). 
Note that if s o b = b (i.e., range(b)_  oT), then by (6) above 92, ~db ~_ eo,, and 
therefore ~[ ~ db ~_ eo,, so H I ext~(db) = id. Thus 
~,~+ ~ ~ hb -- hs ° hb. 
We let the reader verify now that (1)-(11) above are satisfied. 
Note  that when we extended 9A~ to 9AT+ ~ we did not change our choice of e~, 
rib, or h b for v< fit and b • ~.  Also, A T ~_ ext~÷~(d~(T)) _~AT+ ~. Thus if 7/is a 
limit ordinal, we can let ~[ = U {92,, 1 77' < ~/}, and we will already have e~, db, 
and hb chosen for ~/' < ~/, v < tp~,, and b • ~0~,, and (1)-(11) hold for these. For 
< ~/'< ~/ and b • ~3¢~, let Db = ext~(db) and Hb = ext~(hb). Then Db is the 
universe of a structure ~b < ~[ and Hb'~<¢)'--> ~b is an isomorphism. Also, since 
A T, ~_ ext~t"'+'(di(T,)) ~_ ext~(d~(n,)) = Di(n,) for every r/' < ~/, ~[ = U {~i(T') I r/' < 
r/}, and if ~ < ~ < 7/' < r/, b~ • ~3¢e, and b2 • f~n,, then Hb~ob~ = Hb~°Hb~. 
By taking a direct limit we can now choose ~[n such that ~ < ~[T and elementary 
embeddings Hb" ~i(~) "--> ~[~/ for every b • ~g¢n such that if ¢ < ~ < r/, b~ • ~te, 
and b2 • ~T, then Hb~ob~ = Hb~o Hb 1. Since 7/~< 0 < x + and tpn ~< q% < r +, 
so I  l=r. Finally, we note that if b~,b2•~n and 
b~ ~ v=b2 Iv,  then 
Hb~ I ext~'~:'(e~)= H~ I ext~'~:'(e~). 
To see why, choose ~ e (¢, 7/) and/~ e "~T, b~, b~ e ~e such that b~ =/~ob~. Then 
b~ Iv=b~Iv ,  soby(10)  
9~ ~ hb, 1 I (di(~) nev)  -- hb; I (di(~) nev) .  
Since 9/~ < ~[, the same formula is true in ~, so 
ext~(hb~) I ext~(di(~) nev)  -- ext~(hb~) I ext~(di(~) n e~). 
But extf~(hb~) = Hb~ and 
ext~(di(~) n e~) = ext~(d/(c)) n ext~(e~) =Dirt) n ext~t(e~) = ext~'t~)(e~). 
\ 
Thus Hb,~Iext~'t~(e~)=Hb,~Iext~t~)(e~). Since Hb,=H~oHb;, it follows that 
Hb~ ~ ext~'t~)(e~) = Hb2 I ext~'tC)(e~). One consequence of this is that for any ~ < r/ 
and b e qd~T, since b ~ 0 = i(~) l 0, 
Hb I ext~'t~(e0)=/'//<t) I ext~'~(eo)= id. 
Now ~i(¢) ~ kl ~_ Co, so Hb I ext~'t~(k~ 'c~) = id. Since ~l T is the direct limit of the 
~)i(¢)'s, this means that 
ext~'(k~) = U {ext~":~(k~'t~) I  < r/} -ext~(k~).  
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Since ~[ < ~n, (1)-(11) still hold in ~ for all the e~'s, db'S, and hb's chosen so 
far. We must still choose e~, db, and hb for sup{{P n, IT/ '< r/} <---v<{P, and 
b • qdc,. If ~ < 7/and b • qJc,, then since i(~) • qdc, too, we can find ~ • (~, r/) and 
bx • ~C~, b2 • (~j,~ such that b = b2 ° bx and i(~) = b2 ° i(¢), i.e., b2 ~ {Pc = id. Note 
that ~I~dbl,hb~•di(g), so db~,hb~•Di(g)=dom(Hb). We let db=Hbe(db) and 
= Hb2(h ,). 
Now ff.I~"hb~:d~(c)..->db~ is an isomorphism", so the same is true in ~i(g). 
Therefore, since/-/be is elementary, 
~n ~ "Hb~(hb~) : Ht,~(di(c))-"> Hb:(db~) is an isomorphism". 
But ~l ~ di(c) • di(e) ~ %:, so 
di(c ) • ext~'(~)(%~), 
and b2 ~ {PC = id = i(~) ~ {Pc, so 
Hb2 ~ ext~'(~)(e~:) = H/(~) r ext~'(~)(%:) = id. 
Therefore Hb2(di(c)) = di(c). Thus we have ~l~ ~ "hb : di(c)~ db is an isomorphism". 
Now we claim that ext~,(hb) =Hb. To see why, first note that as in Lemma 4.3, 
since ext~(k~) = ext~,(k~ )and ~I, ~ Idi( )l = kx, we must have 
dom(ext~'(hb)) = extf~(di(¢)) = ext~(di<c)) = Di(¢). 
Now suppose x e D,(c ), and let y = Hb,(X) e Db,. Then ~[ ~ hb,(X) = y. Since 
~ d~(c) ~_ di(~) and dbl ~ di(~) , we have hb, , X, y E D~(e), so ~(e)  ~ hb,(X ) -- y. Now 
we apply the elementarity of Hb2 to get 
~,~ I: Hb2(hb~)(Hb~(X)) = Hb2(Y). 
Of course, Hbe(hb)= hb and Hbe(y)= Hb~(Hb,(x))= Hb(X). To compute Hb~(X), 
note that ~I ~ x • d~(~) ~_ d~(~) tq %:, so 
x • ext~'(~)(e~), 
and we have already determined that 
Hb~ t ext~'¢~)(%¢) = id. 
Therefore Hb2(X)= x. Thus we have 
~,~ ~ hb(x)= nb(X), 
SO ext~(hb)=Hb. Note that this shows that the choice of ht, and dr, was 
independent of how b was factored as b = bzob~. 
If sup{q%, 117' < r/} ~< v < q%, then v = b(v') for some ¢ < r/, b • qdcn, and 
v '< {Pc. We let e~ =Hb(e~,). Once again, the reader can easily verify that 
(1)-(11) hold in ~,I,. Finally, we choose 9An so that ~[~ < 9A,, IA, I = x, and 9An is 
saturated. Clearly (1)-(11) are still true in 9A,~. 
This completes the construction of the chain (gAn [ r/~< 0). Clearly 9A = ~o 
mirrors the structure of the fake morass, as required. [] 
Ce~ort~ voor W ~  en InformatYN:~ 
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When we use a simplified (x +, 2)-morass to construct a structure 92 -= ~ of type 
(x ÷÷+, x), we will be choosing, for each a~ < x +, a structure 92~ which mirrors 
the structure of level cr of the morass. These structures will have to fit together in 
a way which is similar to the way the levels of the morass fit together. The crucial 
step in this construction will occur at successor steps. The construction of 92~+~ 
from 92~ will be guided by ~,~+~, which of course is an amalgamation. 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose ~ is a family of embeddings from ( ( qg~ I ~ <- 0), ( ~g~e I ~ < 
~<~0)) into ( ( tp~l~<0' ) ,  (~ l~<~<0' ) ) ,  and ~ is an amalgamation. 
Suppose also that 92- ~, 92 is saturated, IAI = r ,  and 92 mirrors the structure of 
the first fake morass. Let ev • A for v < cPo and db, hb • A for b • ~o witness this. 
Then there is another saturated structure 92' such that 92 ' -~ ,  IA'I = r ,  and 92' 
mirrors the structure of the second fake morass (witnessed by e', d'b, h'b • A'), and 
there are elementary embeddings f*" 92---> 92' for every f • 3; such that: 
(a) Vv < tpo (f*(e~) = e}o(~)). 
(b) V~ < 0 Vb • C~o OC*(db) = d~o(b ) and 2I' ~ f*(hb)oh~o(i(¢)) = h~o(b)). 
(c) f*  rU  a=idandU ~'=U ~. 
(d) Suppose g is identical to f except hat g#(O) = id. (By Lemma 2.3, there is 
such a g • ~.) Then 
• f ,  ~ '  t , =ext  (hj,~(o))og. 
~t' , ~t'  , ~ '  , Note that exta'(h}#(o)) maps ext (dity(o)))= into ext (di~(o)))=ext (dg#(o)) 
ext~r(d~(o)), so this implies that range(g*)c_exta'(d'~#(o)) and range(f*)~_ 
exta'(d)#(o)). 
(e) Suppose ¢ < O, g agrees with f up to ¢, g(¢ + 6) =f(¢)  + 6 whenever 
¢ + 6 < O, and gn(O) = id. (By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, there is such a g • ~.) Let 
b =fto(i(¢))of#(¢) • ~}(¢)o' = qJ~(¢)o'. Then 
f* 1' exta(d~¢))= exta'(h'b)°g * I ext~(d~¢)). 
, , ,extar- - ~, , ,,, As in (d), this implies that g ~a~(¢)) ~ext  (d~(¢))) and f ext (d~(¢)) = 
exta'(d~,). 
Proof. Let f e ~ be the fight-branching embedding. Then for some 77 < O, 
f r r /= id and f ( r / )=  0. Let s =fn e ~o.  Then ds realizes F~ in 92. We apply 
Lemma 4.1 to 92 and ds to get 92' >92 and H: 92---~ 92' such that H I exta(ds) = id, 
A ~_ ext~r(H(ds)), and U a = U a'. 
Since 92~"hs:d~(n)--~ds is an isomorphism", applying H gives us 92'~ 
"H(h,):H(di(n))---~H(d~) is an isomorphism". Let G=ext~'(H(h,)). Note that 
since A_  exta'(H(d~)), G-l(x) is defined for all x • A. In fact, G -1 r A is an 
elementary embedding of 92 into 92'. For v < q% we let e" = G-l(ev), and for 
< 0, b • (~a we let d~, = G-~(db) and h~,= G-S(hb). 
For 0 <~ ~ ~< 0' we now define e" for v < qg' ' ' and db, hb for ~ < ~, b e ~ by 
induction on ~. Let f (~)= ~. We will make sure (1)-(11) in the definition of 
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'mirrors' hold, and in addition: 
(12) Suppose ~ < ~ and b • ~.  Then H(db) = d}-~b) and 
92' ~ H(hb)oh~:i(~))= h' f~( b ). 
(13) If v < qg~, then H(e,,) = e}~(,,). 
For ~ = 0 the choice has already been made above, and (1)-(11) clearly hold 
since G -1 ~ A is an elementary embedding. For (12) and (13), first note that in 
this case ~=r/ .  Now suppose ~<r /  and be~,  7. Then f~n(b)=sob. Since 
92 ~ "d~ob = range(h,ob), hsob = h~ o hb, and range(hb) =db",  we have 92 ~ h/'db = 
d sob. 
Claim. 92 ~ h,(db) = ds.b. 
Proof. We reason inside 92. First note that db• di(~)= dom(hs), and therefore 
also db ~_ di(n). If y • dsob = h/'db, then y = h,(x) for some x • db. Since h~ is an 
isomorphism this means y=h,(x)•hs(db) .  Thus d,ob~_hs(db). For the other 
direction, since h,(db)•range(hs)=d~ and d, realizes F1, we have h,(db)~_d~. 
Thus, if y •h~(db),then y •d ,  = range(h,), so y = hs(x) for some x •di(n). Now 
since h, is an isomorphism, h,(x) = y • hs(db) implies that x • db, so y = h,(x) • 
h/'db = d,°b. Therefore hs(db) ~_ d, ob, and the claim is proved. 
Applying the elementary embedding H to the claim, we get 
92' ~ H(h,)(H(db)) = H(d~.b). 
But 92 g ds. b = hs(db)• ds and H r ext ' (d , )= id, so H(ds.b)= ds.b. Thus 
92' ~ H(h~)(H(db)) = d, ob. 
Since G = ext~'(H(h~)) this means G(H(db))= d~ob, so 
H(db) = G-1(ds.b) = d'.b = d)~,(n), 
as required. 
For the second part of (12), we start by verifying the following claim: 
Chlhn. 92 ~ hs(hb) °hs.i(~) = hs.b. 
Proof. Again we reason inside 92. Suppose x • d~(~). Then hs.b(X)= hs(hb(X))= 
h,(hb)(h~(x)), by the elementarity of h,. Since hi(~)=id, h~.i(~)(x)= h,(h~(~)(x))= 
h~(x), so we have h~.b(X)= hs(hb)(h~.i(~)(x)), as required. 
Applying the elementary embedding G -1 to the claim, we get 
92' ~ G-l(hs(hb))oG-~(h,.~(¢)) - - ,G - l (hs .b ) .  
Now G-~(h~.j(~)) = h~.i(~) -- h}~,(~(~)) and G- l (hs .b )  "- h~. b = h~fb ). To compute 
G- l (hs (hb) ) ,  first note that 92~hs(ht,)•d~ and H ~ext~(d~)=id, so h~(hb) = 
H(h,(hb)). Thus 
92' ~ hs(hb ) = H(hs (hb)) = H(hs)(H(hb ) ), 
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SO hs(hb)= G(H(hb)) and therefore G-l(hs(hb))= H(hb). Thus we have 
9~' ~ n(hb)oh}~(i(~)) - h}~,(b), 
as required. 
Finally, for (13) suppose v < qgn. Then f,7(v)= s(v), so 
92 ~ er,(.) = es(.) = hs(e~) 6 ds. 
Applying H and using the fact that H r ext~(d~) = id gives us 
9~' ~ e1,(~) = H(hs)(H(e~)), 
so G(H(e~))= er,(~ ) and therefore 
H(e~) = G-X(e/~¢.)) = e},¢.). 
? ? t Now suppose e~, d~,, and h~, have been chosen for v< qge, b e ~d¢e, and 
(1)-(13) hold. Note that if f (~)  = ~, then f (~ + 1) = ~ + 1. To take care of stage 
+ 1 we start by dealing with the elements of ~,~+:.  Of course, ~ .e+:  = 
f~,$+~"~d~,~+~ and ~,$+1 is an amalgamation pair {i(~), ~} with split point cry. If 
we let f$.~÷l(r) = r, then ~d~.e+l = {i(~), r} is also an amalgamation pair with split 
point o~.=f~(a~). We let d'(~)=H(d~(~)), d'=H(d~), h'(~)=H(h~(~)), and 
h" = H(h~). Clearly d;(e) and d" realize F1 in ~' .  
Before proceeding further it may help to verify that for v < qg~, ~ < ~, and 
b 
l' t I t 9~' ~ ev, db, hb ~ di(~). 
If ~ = 0, then e', db; hb' • dom(G)  = ext~'(H(di(n))) = ext~'(di(o)),' so 
9.1' ~ e', d~,, h~, e d~(~) = d~(~). 
If ~>0 and ~>0,  then b =f~( /~)  for some ~ <~ such that f (~)  = ~ and some 
/~ ~ f~.  Now ~ ~ dr;, ht; ~ d~(~), so 
9.1' ~ H(d~,), H(h~,) ~ H(d~(~)) = d;(e). 
Since f~(i(~)) = i(~), the conclusion follows by (12) for/~. If ~ < 0 < ~, then we 
can write b = b2obl for some b~ e ~d~ and b2 e ~d~e. Then 
? ? ~ t t 9~' ~ h 'b = hb 2 °h 'b~, h 'b2 ~ di(~), and hb, e d~(~) ~ d~(g), 
so ~ '  ~ d~,, h~, e d'(g). Finally, if ~ > 0 and v < q0~, then v e range(b) for some 
b e ~og- Thus 9~' ~ e" • d~ _~ d'(g), by (8) for b. 
We are now ready to finish stage ~ + 1 of the induction. Suppose ¢ < ~, 
b e ~,  and rob q~b. As we just saw, 9~'~range(h'b)=d'~ed'(e), so 9.l'~ 
range(h~,) ~_ d'(g). Thus it makes sense to choose d'r.b and h'r.b SO that 
~'~h'b=h'oh'b and d'b=range(h'.b). 
Imitating one of the claims above, the reader can verify that ~ '~ d'b = h'(d'b). 
Finally, if qge ~< v < tPe+~, then v = r(~) for some 1: < qge. We have just verified 
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that 9/' ~e'~ • d~(e), so it makes sense to choose e" so that 92' ~h'(e'O = e'. It is 
easy now to verify that (1)-(13) hold. 
Now suppose 0 < ~ ~< 0', ~ is a limit ordinal, and all stages ~ '< ~ have been 
taken care of. For 0 ~< ~ < ~ and b • ~ we know b =f~(b)  for some ~ < ~ and 
• (g~. Let d'b = H(dF,) and h'b = H(hb). For ~ < 0, b • ~o = (g~o and c e ~ we 
t t I q~t  now let 92'~h'ob=hcohb and d~ob range(h'ob) ' ' = =h~(db). For v< ~ choose 
r<tpo  and b • ~d~e such that b ( r )= v. Let 92'~e'v=h'b(e'). The verification of 
(1)-(13) is long but not difficult. 
This completes the construction of e', d~,, and h~,. The final stage of the 
induction shows that 92' mirrors the structure of the second fake morass. Finally, 
we must define f* for f • ~ and verify (a)-(e). If f is the right-branching 
embedding, then we let f *= H. Clearly (a) and (b) follow from (12) and (13), 
and (c) follows from the fact that U~_~ exta(d~). If f is left-branching and 
f#(O) = id, then we let f *= G -1. Again (a) and (b) are easy to check, and (c) 
follows from the fact that 92~Vx(U(x)--,h~(x)=x), so W~Vx(U(x) - - .  
H(h~)(x) = x) and therefore G r U a= id. 
Finally, suppose f is left-branching but f#(O) = b :/: id. Then 92' ~ dom(h~,) = 
d~(o) H(d~(~)), and dom(G)= ~' ' = ext (H(di(n))), so it makes sense to let f *= 
t t 
ext ~ (hb)o G -1. Clearly this will make (d) true, and the reader can check (a)-(c). 
The only interesting case of (e) is if f is right-branching, f [ r /= id and f(r/) = 0 
as before, and ~ ~< r/. Then g is left-branching and g#(O) = id, so g* = G -1. As 
before we let s =fn. Now suppose 92 ~x • d~(~). Then since 92 ~ d~(;) ~_ d~(n), we can 
choose y such that 92~y = h~(x)• ds. Applying H, and using the fact that 
H ~ exta(d~)= id, we get 
92' ~ y = H(y) = H(h~)(H(x)). 
Thus G(H(x) )=y,  so f * (x )=H(x)=G- l (y ) .  To compute G-l(y),  we apply 
G -1 to the statement 9A ~y = h~(x) to get 
Thus 
92'~ G- l (y)  = G-~(hs)(G-l(x)) = h'(G-l(x)). 
r t 
f*(x) = G- l (y)  = ext ~ (hs)(G-l(x)) = exta'(h')(g*(x)), 
as required. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.2. [] 
Although in the proof of Lemma 5.2 it was convenient to have e', d'b, and h~, 
different from ev, db, and hb, we could eliminate this distinction by identifying 92 
with its image under G -1. If g e ~ is the left-branching embedding with 
g#(O) = id, we would then have g* = id. 
We are now ready to prove the gap-3 theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. (GCH) I f  x is a regular uncountable cardinal and there is a 
simplified (x +, 2)-moracff, then V2((3. +++, ~.)---> (x +++, x)). 
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Proof. Let t~, (~, 0, and ~ be as in the definition of simplified (r +, 2)-morass. 
Suppose ~ is an ~-structure of type (2 +++, 2). We must construct a structure 
92 -- ~ of type (x +++, x). As we have already observed, we may assume w.l.o.g. 
that ~ is as in Section 4, so all lemmas stated so far apply. 
To construct 92, we will choose, for each a~ ~< x +, a saturated structure 92r -- 
such that if tr < x +, then IArl = r and 92r mirrors the structure of level ac of the 
morass. Thus we will have elements e~ eAr  for v< tp0~ and db, hb eAr  for 
b e (g¢o~ satisfying (1)-(11) in the definition of 'mirrors'. By using the remarks 
after the proof of Lemma 5.2 above we will be able to make sure that the choices 
of e~, db, hb • Ar are consistent for different values of a~. Thus, there will be no 
need to index e~, db, and hb with re. 
We will also be choosing elementary embeddings f* :92r-->92t~ for every 
f • ~:rt~. These must satisfy (a)-(e) from Lemma 5.2, and in addition: 
(f) If a~ < fl < y ~< x +, f e ~,  and g e ~t3~, then (g of)* = g* of*. 
(g) I f f  e ~,  f r Or=id, andfU(O~,)=id, then f* =id. 
Of course, the construction is by induction on re. For ac = 0 we simply apply 
Lemma 5.1 to choose 920 mirroring the structure of level 0 of the morass. If 92r 
has already been chosen, then we apply Lemma 5.2 to the amalgamation ~:~.,~+1 
to choose 92~+1 and f*  : 92r--> 92r+~ for f • ~.~+a. As we have already noted, by 
the remarks after Lemma 5.2 we ignore the primes on e', d~,, and h~, in Lemma 
5.2, and we may assume (g) holds for f • ~r,r+l- Of course, (a)-(e) also hold for 
f • ~r.r+l- 
TO take care of (f), we define (g of)* for/3 < a~, f • ~t3r, and g e ~r . r+l  by 
(g°f)* =g*°f*. To see that this is well defined, suppose f i ,A • g,, g2 
~:r,r+l, and g~ofi =g2o A. Then f~ I 0a =3~ r 0t~. Let ¢=fl(Ots)=f2(Ot3) and let 
b~ =fi~(Ots) • ~o~ for i = 1, 2. It is not hard to see that if ~ = 0~, then fl =A and 
gl = g2, so we may as well assume ~ < 0r. Let fa agree with fa and f2 up to 0t~, but 
/3~(0,) = id. By (d) forA andA we have 
f* = ext~t~(hb,)of~ (i = 1, 2). 
Since g~ of~ = gz °j~, g~ and g2 must agree up to ~. Let g3 agree with g~ and g2 
up to ~, g3(~+t~)=g~(~)+~ for ~+~<0~,  and g~(O,,)=id. Let c~= 
(g~)to~(i(~))ogiU(~) for i = 1, 2. Then by (e) for gl and g2 we have 
g* I ext~(di(~))= ext~+~(h~) °g~ ~ ext~(di(¢)) (i = 1, 2) .  
Now suppose x • Aa. Then since f~' = exta*(hb~) of~ ', we have 
92o,~f~(x)=h~,~(f~(x)) and f~(x)edi<~). 
Applying g~' we get 
92r+~  g~(fT(x)) = g~(hb,)(g~(f~(x))). 
But now since f~(x) • exta,(di<~)), this gives us 
92r+x ~ g'~(f~(x)) =g'((hb~)(h~,(g~(f~(x)))) = (g'~(hb~)Oh~,)(g~(f~(x))). 
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Working inside ~[a+l we can now evaluate * gl (hb) o h~l. By the definition of ca, 
h~ = h~g0~%(~(¢))oh~/,(¢), so by (b) for ga, 
g'~ (hb , )  o h~ = g ~ (hi, i) o h(g,)~o,,(~(~)) o h~t,(~ ) 
--- h(gD~o,,(bd ohgl~(~ ) -- h(go~%(bO.gt~(~ ) 
But now plugging in the definition of b~, 
(gl)eO~ (bO o gl#(~) = (g~)B(o#)o,(f#a(Ot ~))og~(~(Ot ~)) = (ga ofl)# (0~). 
Thus 
g~(hb,)°hc, =hcg,oA),,(o#). 
Plugging this into our computation of g~(f~(x)) gives us 
21~+a ~g~(f~(x)) = hcglofO#(o#)(g~(f~(x))). 
In other words, 
g ~ of~' = ext~t.+,(h (g:~)# (o~))o (g ~ of~'). 
Of course, a similar computation shows 
g~ of~ = ext~.+,(h(g:~)#(o~))o(g~ of~). 
But since gl °fl = gz° f2 ,  this means g~' of~' = g~' of~, as required. 
Note that g3of3 is the same as g~ of 1 except that (g3of3)n(0t~) = id. Thus we have 
also verified (d) for ga ofl. A similar computation can be used to show that (e) 
holds, and (a)-(c) and (f) are clear. This completes the successor step of the 
induction. 
Finally, suppose a is a limit ordinal and all steps in the induction up to a have 
been completed. We take a direct limit to choose ~ and f*  : 21~ ---> ~l,~ for fl < a, 
f e ,~t3~, such that if fl < ), < or, f e ~or, and g e ~,  then (g of)* = g* of*. 
Clearly ~ -- ~ ,  and if a~ < r ÷, then IA~I = r. ~ may not be saturated, but by a 
trick due to Chang (see [1]), if cr < x, then ~l~ must be at least U-saturated, so we 
can choose 9A~ > ~[~ so that 9A,, is saturated and U ~- = U a-. At stage x ÷ we just 
let  2[,,+ = ~,,+. 
For v < qOo. we choose /3 < o~ and f ~ "~a~ such that for some 9 < q0o~, 
fo#(9) = v, and we let e~ =f*(e~). Similarly for ¢< 0~, and b ~ @~o~ we choose 
/3 < a, f ~ ~t~, ~ < 0t3, and b, 6 e ~d~o# such that f~o#(6) = b and f~o#(?.) = i(~). If 
4= i(~), then for some v < q0,, 6(v) > v = i(~)(v). Therefore 
f ~o#(i( ~))(f ~(v)) = fo~ (i( ~)(v)) < fo# (e(v)) 
= f~o#(?~)(f~(v)) = i(~)(f{(v)) = f{(v), 
which is impossible since feo#(i(~)) is order preserving. Thus ~ =i(~) ,  so 
f~oz(i(~))--i(~). Let dt,=f*(d~) and hb=f*(hb). We let the reader check 
(1)-(11) and (a)-(g). 
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This completes the inductive construction. We claim now that 92,~+ is the 
desired structure of type (x +++, x). Clearly 92,~+ ~ ~. By (c) for 9A~+, U ~t-÷ = U%, 
so IU~'+l=lU~°l=r. But for v<z<tp ,~++=r  +++, 9A,~+l=e~ee~, so e~q=e~. 
Therefore IA,c+J = r +++. [] 
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